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ABSTRACT 

As a result of industrial pollution from waste effluent and gaseous emissions of the 

various industrial active ties in Addis Ababa, there is significant hazard on the human, 

fauna and flora environment of the city. In response to this problem, there is not yet 

enacted legal and institutional regulation forthe prevention and control ofIP in Addis 

Ababa. 

In the course of this research analytical methodology is employed in which the existing 

relevant strategic policy and legal documents are digested. Comparative analysis on the 

domestic legal system of industrial pollution regulation of some developing countries 

experiences is also incorporated in this study. The major findings of the research are;-

I. there is sufficient national policies, strategic and legal basic relevant for the 

regulation of industrial pollution both at the federal and regional levels. 

II there is not yet enacted industrial pollution in Addis Ababa; 

ill. There are detail draft industrial regulations both at the federal EPA and AAEPA 

IV in the new endorsed (pending its issuance by the official Ngarti GAzeta) industrial 

pollution council of minister's regulation, the duty to prevent industrial pollution rests 

up on the permitting role of competent environmental agencies than 

preventive/control restriction, measures and/ or obligation to do (no to do) up on the 

Industries themselves. 
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1. Title 

CHAPTERl 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

The title of this research thesis is "Legal and Institutional problems in the regulation of 

Industrial pollution in Addis Ababa". 

2. Background 

Dear reader, don't you think that by having a small industrial base Ethiopia is in an 

advantageous position for getting ahead start in developing clean and sustainable 

industries? Is it not the wisest approach to learn from the mistakes of the already 

industrialized countries and take proactive regulatory measures to prevent and control the 

negative impact of pollution from the industry sector? If your answer to these questions is 

yes, it is my strong convection that you are tipped with the ice berg of the theme of this 

research. 

With the earth summit in Riodejenero and the Kyoto protocol in Japan, the 1990's have 

been a significant decade in reshaping the conventional development thinking in to 

sustainable development. This new trend guides us to clean up the existing industries and 

develop new ones with minimum environmental impacts'. 

In accordance with their stage of economic development, social priorities and the degree 

of concern to environmental protection issues, nations of the world are going about the 

business of environmental protection at different speeds. Such difference is not limited to 

only economic factors and degree of priority to environmental protection, but it also 

transcends to the difference of countries outlook towards the sources of environmental 

problems. To the majority of developing countries the dominant outlook for the sources 

of their environmental problems had not been believed to be the product of waste 

affluence from the industry and other economic sectors. 

I. Koyoto file +++c,lDocument %20 and"%20 setting luyer + my % 20 document + Environment / 
ciimn' %20 charge Koyoto protocol. pdf. See also untilnatrans s++pllwww.UNED. org! \ 
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Rather it was believed to be poverty and pressing socio-economic needs. It had therefore 

been the logical response of many developing countries that the issue of environmental 

problems was not in the forefront of their development agenda? 

However, as time went on, attitudes towards environmental problems vary greatly 

among developing countries and have been changing rapidly. Even though environmental 

problems with in any nation are perceived, interpreted and given priorities, in accordance 

with existing social and economic preference, there is now a substantial shift of attitudes 

by these countries about the need for environmental protection measures. Since 1972 

United Nations conference on the human environmental heed in Stockholm, there is a 

strong concern by the developing countries on the problem of environmental 

degradations and the corresponding measures of protection] 

As a result of the pioneering report of the conference, many developing countries 

representatives and political leaders perceived that_ industrial and agricultural 

development, high population growth rate and urbanization can have an adverse effect on 

the environment and the socio-economic development of their respective countries. 4 As a 

result of this, many developing countries including Ethiopia are now implanting national 

environmental policies and have further adjusted their domestic legal system for the 

enforcement of such policies. 

One of the environmental problems associated with the rapid industrialization 

mainly in the major urban centers of developing countries is industrial pollution. There is 

now a great concern among developing countries on the regulation of industrial pollution. 

In Asia almost every country in the continent suffers from the effects of rapid 

industrialization. In the major urban centers of India, like New deli which is the worst in 

thi s country, millions of peoples are suffering from serious-health problems caused by the 

impact of industrial pollution emanated from the burning of coal, factory, power plant 

emissions and from vehicles. 

2. Whitman Bussow; the Third world ; changi ng attitudes towards environmental protection (2009) sage 
pub. : http: // www.lsta r .org Istablel 
3. supra note I at p. 141 
4. Ibid 
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More over the industrial & human wastes in India have already polluted the major 

rivers and had reduced the fish catch astonishingly. 5 

In Turkey, growing industrialization and population explosion are creating severe 

pollution problems in the Town of Istanbul. According to the report of the medical 

authorities, Turkey is affected with urban air pollution that could lead to "mass deaths".6 

In responded to this problem the parliament of Turk in 2008 had create a new agency to 

deal with environment headed by a special secretary directly accountable to the prime 

minister. 

In Latin America the trend for controlling industrial pollution is similar to those in 

Asia. The issue of Industrial pollution has gained a great concern as a result of swift 

industriali zation in the continent .Of all the Latin American countries; Venezuela is the 

leading environmental protection country. Even from out 'of all developing countries this 

country is the leading in terms of organization resources, political support and legislative 

mandate fo r environmental protection. 7 

In Africa, there is a similar trend of environmental protection li ke that of Latin 

America and Asia, however, the nature of the problem and the capacity to allocated 

resources to environmental protect ion and the political will varies country to country.8 

Nigeria is the leading African country in environmental protection. In the over 

loaded cities like Lagos, there is a problem of monstrous traffic jams and high levels of 

air pollution from vehicle emissions in major towns. In response to this problem, in 1977 

'. Nigeria has established a division of environmental planning and protection with in the 

powerful ministry of industries. 9 

5. Supra note 2 at 11 5 
6. World Environment Report, Val. 3.17 Janwary 1977 (Newyork: center for intern ational environment 
In formation). P.s 
7. Ibid p. 11 9 
8. !D. 
9. ld 3 



In Ethiopia the problem of industrial pollution is dominantly observed around the major 

urban centers of the country. This is not however stringent phenomena givY he fact that ./' 

urban areas have better infrastructures and they are home for the majority of small and 

medium scale industries. This fact is dominantly true in Addis Ababa city where the 

major industries of the country are concentrated. As a result of this industrial pollution 

became the primary source of water pollution in the city. 10 

In Ethiopia the distribution of industrial establishments among the major urban centers of 

Ethiopia is not even. In other worlds, most of the industries of the country are found in 

Addis Ababa. From out of741 industries in the country, 484 (65.1 %) are concentrated.in 

Addis Ababa ll
. Interims of their degree of polluted contribution, the major polluting 

industries in the city are food and beverage, textile, tanneries, chemicals, rubber and 

plastic, paper and paper products metallic and non-metallic mineral products and word 

industries. 12 

Among the different environmental components of the city, water bodies are the most 

polluted environmental media mainly from industrial waste pollutants. As it is one of the 

most important natural resources vital for the very existence of man and of most living 

organisms, the alteration of the quality of water by some dissolved or suspended 

substances from the industrial waste is a major concern in Addis Ababa. In connection to 

this, there are a number of studies conducted on the industrial source pollution impacts of 

numerous seasonal and perennial small streams in Addis Ababa that flows in to the little 

and great Akaki rivers. 

As most of the industries In the city are distributed along the Akaki river banks in 

disposing their wastes freely in to the water bodies of this river, it become the most 

polluted river in the country. I ) 

. According to some studies, the major pollutants generated from the industrial sources in 

Addis Ababa include solids, organic pollutants such as oil, pesticide, cleaning solvents, 

detergents and inorganic substances such as nitrates phosphates, sulphates, chloride and 

others. 14 

Last but not least about the status of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa is that nearly 90 

percent of industries lo'cated in the city are discharging their wastes without any form of 

treatment in to the nearby water bodies, 15 

10. EPA, ctal Assesmcnt report jon the status of the Akaki River Water Pollutions (2005) EPA, p.8 
11 . EPA : survey of Industrial establishments in Elhiopia (\999). P. 17 
12. Supra not at 9 
13 . EPA, Report on the status of pollution in great and little akaki Revers (2002) Addis Ababa p. I J 
J4. lbid . p.21 
15. EPA the Slale of environmental report on Ethiopia (2003) p. 64 
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To sum up, given the fact that there is significant amount of both wastes, gaseous 

emissions of the industrial sources in Addis Ababa and the emissions of un controlled 

waste burnings and exhausts from vehicles; setting legal and institutional arrangements 'to 

curve the problem is an indispensable end 16. In this regard the AAEPA has prepared a 

draft standards of emission limits from combustion sources, from discharges to water and 

air from pulp and paper industries, from iron and steel, metal work, plating and fini shing 

industries, from textile industries, from tanning and leather finishing industries .Moreover 

the authority has also prepared a drift industrial pollution regulation in line with the 

federal EPA's draft regulation 17. However both documents are not still enacted by the 

concerned government 

3 Objectives 

3.1 General Objective 

The overall objective of the study is to make an analytical assessment on the legal 

and institutional problems in the regulation of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa and 

thereby, recommends sound remedial measures 

3.2 Specific objectives 

• To provide a synopsis analysis on the trend of industrial development and its 

environmental impact on the city of Addis Ababa. 

• To indicate the state of industrial was to pollution in Addis Ababa and its impact 

on both human health, fauna and flora of the city 

• To assess and make analytical discussion on the existing national policies and 

strategies relevant to the regulation of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa. 

• To make an evaluative account of the existing legislative and institutional 

framework relevant for the regulation of IP in Addis Ababa. 

• To identify the major legal and institutional gaps for the regulation of IP in Addis 

Ababa. 

16. AAEPA. Drall Environmenlal pollution contral regulation and standard (2004) Addis Ababa AAEPA P. 
4 
17. Ibid PP. 1-14 
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4. Statement of the problem 

As it has been explained in the background part of thi s stud>" Addis Ababa is a 

center where the highest proportions of industrial establishments of the country are 

found. On the other hand it has been confirmed on the same part that industrial pollution 

is one of the major threat to the human environment. It is therefore in disputable fact that 

the pollution that is generated from industrial activities in thi s city concerned has 

detrimental effect on the health of the public and natural resources. 

Considerab le amount of waste is dail y generated from different point and non

point pollution sources and enter in to the urban environment of Addis Ababa. As a resu lt 

of this, sever environmental hazards on the human health, fauna and flora life of the city 

is sustained.The major sources of pollution are discharges and emissions from industries, 

vehicles garages, domestic solid and liquid wastes. 18 

Among others, water pollution due to wastes from industrial sources is getting 

worse ahead of time. This is because the majority of industries in the city are di scharging 

their waste pollutants in to the nearby water bodies without proper treatment. 

From the various studies made on the impact of industrial waste releases up on the 

different components of the environment media, it has been confirmed that the industri al 

waste discharges of industries in Addis Ababa is beyond the level of internationall y 

accepted standards. 19 According to the AA WSA, waste water analysis for 33 industries 

in Addis Ababa, the industrial waste affluent recipient streams and rivers are found being 

polluted to the extent that they have lost their natural co~tribution to the human, fauna 

and flora life of the given environmental media. Moreover, according to a study made by 

WHO and UNICEF on the impacts of water pollution on the Akaki river, most people 

living along this river are commonly affected by pathogens from the polluted water of 

this river. As a result of this, people in this area are suffering from gastro intest inal 

disorders, diaharea, abdominal pain and respiratory health problems such as asthma, 

cough, wounds, lesions, rashes on their skin . 

On the other hand , while the problem of industria l pollution in Addis Ababa is 

getting worse, the legal enforcement mechanism to reverse the situation is very weak. 

The AAEPA still has neither the speci fi c industrial pollution regulations nor emiss ion 

standards that are essential for the inspection and control of pollutions and the 

18. Supra note 10. P.6 
19. Supra note. 13. P.26 6 



enforcement of penalties against the non-compliance. Moreover, the authority also lacks 

institutional capacity to effectively implement environmental protection measures against 

the different pollution sources. According to the interview conducted with experts in the 

authority, there are not yet well equipped laboratory instruJl1ents necessary for tasting the 

nature and state of pollutants from the various pollution sources .Similarly there is also a 

problem of skilled manpower necessary for the supervision, controlling and even 

investigation of industrial pollutions in the authority. 

On the other hand, despite the general policy and legal framework available in the 

different sector policy strategies and the consequent legislative enactments that are 

relevant for environmental protection, there are yet core institutional and political 

variable that are affecting for the enforcement of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa. In 

thi s regard there are still lack of regulatory standards, procedures, national support for the 

enforcement of IP regulations, local public support or awareness on the issue of industrial 

pollution impacts, effective legal remedies against the violators in the regulation of IP 

and environmental activist influencing both the policy makers and the polluters. 

Hence from the above short account of the appealing conditions of industrial 

pollution in Addis Ababa, there is a serious environmental impact of IP that requires legal 

and institutional remedial for curving this problem. 

S. Resea reh questions. 

In order to identify the legal and institutional gaps for the regulation of IP in 

Addis Ababa it is therefore necessary to ask the following research questions:-

• What is the trend of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa? 

• What type of industries is the major' pollution source to the urban environment of 

Addis Ababa? 

• What are the major industrial pollution impacts on the human environment of Addis 

Ababa? 

• What are the relevant policies and legal basis for the regulation of industrial 

pollution in Addis Ababa 

• What are the major legal and institutional gaps for the regulation of IP in Addis 

Ababa? 

7 
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6. Methods 

In order to achieve the above stated over all and specific objectives, the following 

methodologies were employed at the several of the study. 

In order to show the magnitude of the problem background information is taken from the 

various studies made by different concerned organs, institutions and researchers .Some 

secondary data were also abstracted to state a certain fact t;Jainly from the environmental 

protection Authority (EPA) and Addis Ababa environmental protection Authority ( 

AAEPA) 

Moreover, in order to digest the existing relevant strategic, policy and 

legal documents, analytical research method were domically employed in this study. 

Interview with some senior experts of the AAEPA staff have been conducted to clarity 

some of the main legal and institutional problems associated with the regulation of IP in 

Addis Ababa. 

7. Impact of the study 

By analyzing the existing legal and intuitional problems for the regulation of industrial 

pollution in Addis Ababa, both the legislative and the regulatory bodies will have a 

prompt insight over the problem and give it priorities to enact specific legal regulations to 

curve the problem even at national level. 

8. Limitations of the study 

The study mainly focuses on the general state of fact about industrial waste effluent and 

its impact on environment and the existing intuitional and legal gaps to regulate industrial 

pollution confined only in Addis Ababa .It doesn't cover the case of industrial pollution 

situation throughout the country .The attempt is confined only to infer the magnitude of 

Industrial pollution and the existing legal problems in regulation of industrial pollution in 

8 



Addis Ababa based up on the situational and analytical analysis of the available data's 

from the various sources, Lega l and non-legal previously ~tudied documents. 

• 9.0rganization of the study 

To this end the entire content of the study is organized in to five chapters. The first 

chapter covers back ground information and the main organizational principles of the 

study. The second chapter of this study covers about the conceptual and legal framework 

in the regulation of industrial pollution. The study under this section discus about the 

major environmental threats and the evolving principles and tools in curving the problem. 

Moreover, in order to show the experiences of some developing countries pollution 

regulation mechanisms which possibly serve as a conceptual back ground to Ethiopia, a 

comparative analysis of three Asian developing countries is covered also under this 

chapter. In relation to the existing national policies and legal regulations which are 

rel evant to the regulation of industrial pollution, some relevant international agreements 

that Ethiopia is a party and have ratified it and the recognition of environmental 

protection under the FDRE constitution are discussed under chapter three. The major 

impacts of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa are also discussed under chapter four. 

Review made on the industrial pollution regulation of both the federal and the Addis 

Ababa city Administration industrial pollution regulation documents and the analysis on 

the legal and institutional problem for the regulation of industrial pollution in Addis 

Ababa is provided under chapter five. The last section is devoted to the conclusion and 

recommendation of the study. 

9 
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CHAPTER 2; THE CONCEPTUAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 The concept of IP as a challenge to the human environment. 

Marking the 18th century industrial revolution period as a turning point in the 

hi story of the impact of human developmental activities on the environment, Industrial 

po llution becomes a major threat to the human environment. Rapid industrialization has 

resu lted in heavy discharges of toxic chemical effluents to various water sources like 

streams, rivers and lakes causing serious damage to water quality and contamination of 

ground water20 As a result of the emiss ion of green house gases (i.e. carbon dioxide ( 

co2), methane (ch4) and chloro fluro carbons (CFCS) from the various industrial 

production sources, there is now a problem of global warming and ozone layer 

depletions?l 

The major source countries fo r about two third of historic green gas emissions of the 

industry sector and land use change are industrialized countries that have attained the 

highest stage of economic development. Countries of these region are the highest 

con tributer of carbon dioxide emissions in to the atmosphere.22 According to the estimate 

of the UN inter govern mental panel on climate (IPCC) ,If a prompt action is not taken to 

red uce the effects of green house gases, the world in 2050 is expected to face the 

following adverse effects of climate change:-

o Alps ski resorts close through lack of snow 

o Med iterranean beaches disappear because of the sea level rise. 

o The Sahara moves across the Mediterranean into southern Spain and Sicily 

o Water shortage in the Middle East and the mile delta spreads. 

o One third of Bangladesh will be threatened by natural disasters 

o Forests (i n Canada, Russia, Amazon) will be damaged by heat and drought 

20. Bhagiralh Behera and V. Ranta Reddy: Impact of industrial population on rural community (2002), 

economic and ploetical weekly. http: //www. justor.orglstablel4411634. 

21. ISO, Envi romental mangment and ISO 14000 (2001) "man and the environment" Dr.Anwar EI. 

Tavvvil pp. (3·4) 

22. M.A Mohammed; industrial pollu lion and its impact on the little Akaki River (2002) Addis Ababa, 

Ethiopia Logobraugh Univers ity Uk. P.I 
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• Arctic ice meets, polar bears will di sappears 

• The white belts of us and Russia moves into north. 

• Parma frost meets with massive landsides. 

• Oil pipelines house and road foundations will disintegrate 

• Storms threat Florida and the southern us 

• Insurance companies face bankruptcy 

In the effort to avert the situation of such environmental degradations associated with 

industrialization, the international community has made and adopted a number of 

international agreements and legal instruments.23 However, because of their international 

nature; most of the existing environmental laws are soft laws and principles. Nevertheless 

there are some notable international environmental protection agreements which are 

servi ng as a legal basis for the adoption of countries national legal instruments relevant 

for the regulation of IP,these are: 

• The Montreal protoco l for OAS of 1987 

• UNCED- Riodjenero of 1992 and Agenda 21 

• The 1992 UNFCC convention on climate change 

• The 1973 convention on trade in Endangered species 

• The 1992 convention on Biodiversity 

• The 1994 code of ethics on international trade in chemicals. 

2.2 Evolving principles and tools 

The effort ~o address the environmental impacts of industries has increasingly got 

strengthenVsince the middle of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, most of the efforts at 

the beginning were geared towards the reduction and lor containment of the adverse 

• im pact of industrial activities on human health .It was after the mid -1970 's that the focus 

shifted in to the broad objective of reconciling industrial activities with the ecological 

balance of natural system .This recent development have brought for the emergence of 

more novel concepts and tools related to sustainable industrial development .Though the 

integrative application of such concepts ,were limited, they are becoming the basis for 

deve loping national and international policies ,strategies and legal frameworks relevant in 

the area of industrial pollution regulation .Some of these eyolving Concepts in relation to 

23 . Super note 22 at p.70 II 



I P are macro-system concepts, sect oral system concepts industrial system concepts and 

other concepts (i.e. market based incentives non-market based techniques, Negotiated 

environmental agreement policy coordination and Evaluation. 24 

i) Macro system concepts-this concept implies the resentirrg of socio-economic system at 

macro level by incorporating ecological facts in to the decision making process. In this 

regard two of the most important concepts are the complete of the Economic tax reform 

and the concept of proactive environmental policy and Legal regulations. Economic tax 

reform refers a switch of taxes from economic goods or the value-adding activates of 

people (employment and savings) to environmental "bad" such as pollution and the 

inefficient use of energy and resources. 2S 

Whereas pro active policy regimes refers the concept and tools that are aimed at 

transforming the environmental policy regimes in compatible with transformation in 

macro economic and technological regimes. 

The newly introduced concepts with this proactive policy include 

• Shift from reactive to proactive environmental management 

• Partnership between industries and regulatory bodies 

• Voluntary initiatives by industry government or joint government industry; 

• Transparency and stakeholders participation in environmental management 26 

The most important international concept evolving this proactive policy regime is the 

promotion of precautionary principle. This principle has evolved in to a general principle 

of environmental protection at the international Level. Agenda 21 and principle 15 of the 

Riodejenro have elevated the principle on to a truly international Legal Plane 27 

ii) Sect oral systems concept:- Aimed at industrial restructuring at the sector level, this 

system focuses on " concepts and tools" that have operational linkages between the 

; different entities of an industry sector. The two sect oral. system concepts that have of 

particular relevance to the developing countries like Ethiopia are the concept of Eco

industrial development and the concept of extended producer's responsibilities. 28 

24. Ibid p.7 I 
25. Ibid p.72 
26. In tra not p. 27 
27. Supra note 22 p.7;72 
28 Ibid p. 73 
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priorities. The later in return holds the premise that a reduction in the energy and material 

input of production wi ll lead to a reduction in the amount of emissions and wastes. This 

idea of eco-industrial development to the final analysis is mean to dematerialization re

use and recycling of inputs. The later redaction can also be possible by increasing the cost 

effectiveness of energy and material productivity through better use 29 

The second concept (Extended producers responsibility) is an emerging principle 

for a new generation of pollution prevention policies that are focused on product systems 

instead of production fac ilities It introduces the idea that producers bear the responsibility 

of the envi ronmental impacts of their products. 

In other words in order to decrease the total environmental impacts of their products, 

producers take measures that prevent pollution and reduce resource and energy at each 

stage of the product li fe cycle through changes in product design and process techno logy. 
)0 

The Procedures of responsibilities include:-

• Physical responsibility:- where the produces is involved in the physical 

management of the products, used products, or the impacts of the products 

through development of technology or provision of services;-

• Economic responsibility: where a producer covers all or part of the costs for 

managing wastes at the end of a product's life; 

• Liability:- where responsibility for environmental damages caused by a product in 

production, use or disposal is born by a producer; an 

Informative liability:- where the producer is required to provide information on 

the product and its effects during various stages of its cycle. )1 

iii) Industrial Systems Concepts:- This Concept holds Three main aspects of 

industrial operation revolving around once improvement at the plant level. These are the 

organization, the product and process aspects. 

29. id. 
30. Ibid p.74 
31. Ibid.p.75 
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The first of these, organizational level of improvement refers the thinking of new 

industrial management practices computable with the' rising global environmental 

challenges. This in return requires governments to stipulate new regulatory and 

enforcement measures. The government measures represent also a new generation of 

environmental regulations with practice orientations than the reactive orientation of the 

conventional environmental regulation measures. The standardized and journal system of 

such env ironmental management system is exemplified by the introduction of ISO 

14000 I However there is also the informal form of such system like internal waste 

minimization program me of a certain organization. In the second aspect of Industrial sub 

system concept (product subsystem concept), in consideration of the products 

contribution to environmental production, the product must be designed compatible to the 

ecology and to test this end the cumulative environmenta~ impact of a product from the 

extraction of primary materials up to its final disposal must be evaluated. 32 

The last third aspect of the industrial subsystem (process subsystem concept) focuses on 

the production processes of a product. Shifting the environmental management of 

reactive in to proactive system, it introduces the concepts known as cleaner production 

cleaner technology, polluter prevention, waste minimization, eco efficiency etc. Though 

vari ed in this terminology the main idea behind these concepts is a shift of emphasis from 

how to treat waste to how to reduce and eliminate waste at the sources of generation. 

II. Other concepts 

A. Market based incentives- This concept refers to the idea of environmental 

behavior based market manipulation which may include charges "for envisions," 

taxes or subsidies "for abatement" subject to different conditions. 33 More over, 

such market manipulation can also be made through various instruments such as 

deposit refund system , transferable discharge permits and waste stock 

exchange."J4 

32. Ibid p.76 
33 . id 
34. id. 
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B. Non market based techniques ;- Awareness and education and moral suasion .35 

C. Negotiated environmental agreement - it refers to the negotiation for agreements 

between the various · parts up on a range of subject matters , including for 

example product related issues ,pollution targets reporting requirements and 

research and development targets .For example the remembers have made 

agreement through negotiations on issues like phasing out of specified material 

(such as CPCS), meeting waste reduction , achievement of specified gas 

emissions ( such as Co2) within a specified time period implementing product

labeling schemes 36 

D. Policy coordination and evaluation ;- International conventions and statements 

provide a set of goals for meeting human needs in environmentally sustainable 

manner .This avoids unproductive competition among environmental and 

development goals and encourages for the setting of strategies beneficial to the 

sector without undue harm to some sectors.37 

2.3 The experience of some developing countri~s legal system in coping 

with the problem of pollution. 

The experiences of the domestic legal systems of some developing countries 

shows that pollution control regulations including IP are formulated at the national level, 

but the reasonability of enforcing such regulations is resting upon the local environmental 

protection bureaus. However, the local bureaus often fail to effectively enforce pollution 

regulations and from the experiences of these developing countries the major factors 

attributing such failure are already identified. By the same token, given the fact that the 

; ultimate power to enforce pollution regulations that are basically legislated by the federal 

government of Ethiopia is up to the power of the competent regional environmental 

protection organs, the problem of lP in Addis Ababa is also associated with fa ilure to 

enfo rce pollution regulations by the local authorities. It is 'also true that those factors 

affecting the local enforcement of envi ronmental regulations experienced by these 

deve loping countries have a relevance to the conditions of IP regulation in Addis Ababa. 

35. id . 
36. id. 
37. id. 15 



Hence, the comparative analysis made on the experience /Icertain metropolitan 

areas of developing countries based on factors affecting the local enforcement of 

environmental regulation is taken here under as a bench make to examine the problems of 

enforcing IP regulations in Addis .Accordingly the experience of the three metropolitan 

cities of Asia such as the city of Guangzhou in mainland china, Delhi in India and Taipei 

county of Taiwan is taken here under.38 The comparison is made based up on the five 

major factors which are commonly identified as the core institutional and political 

variable affecting the enforcement of environmental regulations in developing 

countries39 These are the local flexibility in setting regulatory standards and procedures, 

the national support of local enforcement democratic proeess at the local level, judicial 

remedies for enforcement slack and local environmental activism.4o 

Accord ing to the first factor of this study which is the factor of local flexibility in 

setting regulatory standards, one of the reason for the failure of enforcing pollution 

regulation in developing countries is because of the imposition of uniform measures on 

diverse local bureaus. Since different locations have their own social, economic and 

physical circumstances, the uniform regulatory standards and procedures are not 

applicable to the circumstance of all countries .Effective enforcement of pollution 

regulatory therefore requires the setting of flexible regulatory standards and procedures 

compatible to the circumstances of each country .. 41 

In relation to this factor ,in Guangzhou which is one of the largest local city in 

china; even though the power for enacting environmentalhw including setting the legal 

rights and obligation regarding environmental protection is up to the central government 

of china, Local authorities like the Guangzhou municipal authority are responsible for 

estab li sh their own procedures of implementation.42
. Similar to Guangzhou, local 

authorities in Ind ia are also given considerable flexibility for the same matter. In this 

regard, Delhi as a capital city of India, having its own distinct environmental pollution 

and being the fourth most polluted city in the world has adopted more stringent standards 

of emission than the national standards of India. For instan~e the national limit for the 

emission of suspended solids from power plants is 100mg per cubic meter, but local 

standard for per units iil Delhi is only 30 mg per cubic meter.42 

38.Shui·uan and eta!' Local enforcement of population control in developing contries. A compositon of 
Guangzhou. Delhi nd Taipei. cabridge university presss: http://www.justor.arg. p.26S-278 
39. Ibid . p.266 . 
40. Ibid . 1' ,267 
41. Ibid. p. 268 
42. Ipid. 1'.272 
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In Taiwan, the environment of Taipei County has suffered from various pollution 

problems. Numerous small factories are spread over residential communities, commercial 

areas causing sever IP problems. In curving this problem Taipei County was supposed to 

enforce the nationally determined pollution control regulation. However Taipei County 

besides to national requirement is given also a considerable flexibility in designing its 

own local enforcement plans. 43 

In Ethiopia, both the federal EPa establishing proclamation no 295 of 2002 and 

the environmental pollution proclamation no 300 of 2002 have permitted the possibility 

of setting more stringent standards than the national standards by the respective regional 

environmental organs. According to these regulations the ground for this flexible 

approach is the consideration of specific circumstances of each regional government. 

The national support of local enforcement is the second valuable factor for 

effect ive enforcement of pollution control regulations. Ip light of this considerations, 

there are certain condition where due to some reason that the local governments lack the 

organization and technical capacities of financial sources to effectively enforce pollution 

regulation. In such case it will be a rational approach to provide the required national 

support and assistance to the needy regional or local bureaus. 44 

In relation to this factor ,the experience of Guangzhou of china shows that the 

bureaus capacity for effective enforcement is constrained by its limited budge and 

personnel 4 5 The local bureau therefore finds it hard to enforce rules of EIA on 

development projects unless they secure support from other relevant government organs. 

National support for Guangzhou of china in this area is very scanty. Hence lack of 

national support in this city is one of the factors that affect the enforcement of pollution 

'. regulation in Guangzhou. In Delhi city of India, most of the revenues for enforcing 

pollution control mandate come from the cities .46 

Local democratic process as the factor of comparison for the enforcement of 

pol lution regulations at the local level in developing countries is also examined from the 

cases of these three countries. Accordingly, unlike to Guangzhou, Delhi in India has a 

long trad ition of local democracy essential for the implementation of pollution 

regulations. There are strong democratic institutions where the citizens in the city have 

43. tbid. p.274 
44. id, 17 
45. id. 
46. id. 



the opportunity to express their rising concern over worsening pollution problems. 

Similarly, the Taipei country of Taiwan has also a favorable local democratic process 

havi ng a power to influence the political will of local government bodies to commit 

resources to environmental protection. This issue became a prior agenda of campaigning 

of election for country magistrates. In the case of Ethiopia, there is not yet local 

democratic process supporting pollution control. According to the interview conducted to 

the section head of AAEPA, the reason behind is lack of awareness on environmental 

degradations and mainly on the environmental impacts of planned developmental 

act ivities .This is is a recent phenomenon in Ethiopians' .47 

The fourth essential factor in enforcing local environmental regulation is the judicial 

remedies for the problems of environmental pollution. By comparison, among the 

experi ences of the stated three deve loping countries, Delhi city of India has the most 

active judiciary in environmental matters. There are many environmental cases decided 

by the courts of Delhi . For example in a certain case the high court has decided for the 

relocat ion and closing of hundreds of polluting industries in the city. The courts in Delhi 

have also appropriate channels for public interest litigation.The judicial process permits 

that regardless of the personal interest or the direct victims test, any interested party can 

obtain standing in su its against any polluter of the environment. Comparatively Taipei of 

Taiwan has a very weak judicial system of enforcing environmental pollution regulations 

than that of Indians judicial system for Delhi . The judicial system of Taiwan shall not 

permit public interest litigation on environmental pollution cases .48 

Comparati vely, in Ethiopia even though there is a general legal frame work under the 

EPO establi shing proclamation No 295-2002 and the pollution control proclamation 

no.300of 2002 that allows the judicial. settlement of issues on the violation of 

environmental protection rules, there is not yet sound judicial enforcements on such 

issues. Accord ing to the interview conducted with the AAEPA legal service head, the 

main reason for fa ilure of judicial enforcement on matters of .environmental protection is 

the provision for the exhaustion of administrative remedie~ by the same proclamation.ln 

add ition to thi s, the institutional incapacity of the authority in which there are no 

advanced laboratory equipments and the technical capacity to identify the specific 

47. Ibid. p.283 
48 . id. 18 
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industrial estab li shment liable for its pollution impacts is the other technical limitation for 

judicial enforcement of crimes against the environment. On the other hand even though 

there is a public litigation procedure under the stated legislation in which any interested 

party can institute a charge against a polluter in the court of law, the cost of litigation and 

the technical capacity to prove the alleged environmental damage is still a hindrance for 

the legal enforcement of the issues under discussion. Last but not list to the problem is 

lack of concern and marginalization of pollution problems by the judicial enforcement 

organ .As a result of this there is week judicial enforcement of pollution regulations in the 

city. 

Local environmental activism is the last but out least factor that is considered to examine 

the enforcement of pollution regulations in this study. In Guangzhou city of China except 

some sporadic complaints or protests by citizens against local polluting sources, 

community initiated or activist group involvement in overseeing government policy 

making and implementation of pollution is very limited. Similarly there are not yet 

sufficient environmental activist or groups in Delhi occupied in matters of industrial 

pollution control. The problem in this city is mainly left to the intervention of responsible 

government organs .Nevertheless, there are recently emerging needs among the social 

groups for the need of creating public interest groups for public litigations.49 

In Ethiopia there are no such environmental activists sufficient enough to influence the 

enforcement of pollution regulations both at national and regional levels .Nevertheless, 

there are few local NGO's founded by both professionals and interested individuals in the 

field of environmental law and the conservation of natural resources in relation to the 

regulation of lP in Addis Ababa .APAP, forum for the environment, "melka. mahber" are 

some to mention from local NGO's . What is to be mentioned in this regard is the public 

litigation effort of APAP . Acting as environmental activist group the later had instituted 

a charge against the federal EPA on issue of serious industrial pollution hazards sustained 

on the people living around the Akaki river basin in Addis f"baba. In fact the case was 

dismissed on the merit of the defendant (EPA) on the ground that where as EPA (the 

defendant) is not a polluter but a regulatory body, the former shall not have a legal 

standing in the litigation of the' later. Nevertheless, this public ligation effort of APAP 

49.ld 19 
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have been consider as the emerging of environmental protection activities in towards the 

regulation of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa. In relation to this, there are ' a 

substantial number of studies made on the impacts of industrial pollution mainly on the 

water bodies of the Akaki river basin and Aba Samuel in Addis Ababa 

From the above comparative analysis we can draw a conclusion that Taipei has a strong 

national support and favorable democratic process at local level in which the issue of 

environment is even an agenda of campaign in election. This has led to the relatively 

good environmental records of Taipei county of Taiwan than Guangzhou and Delhi. This 

is the logical outcome of the comparative analysis made on the experience of these three 

developing countries in Asia. 

Moreover one of the evaluative account for this difference is the priority given to the 

concerns of environmental protection by the society of Taipei than the other two metro 

pollutants. The latter account of this difference further devolves to the stage of 

modernization phase in which the dominant social values of the Taipei society is the 

reflection of its material progress and economic growth. 

On the other hand in the case of Ethiopia, the existing situation of weak enforcement is 

the cumulative net effects of adversarial factors taken as the basis of comparison in the 

above countries experience. Furthermore, this state of weak enforcement in Ethiopia and 

industrial pollution regulation in Addis Ababa ultimately falls up on the very fact of the 

country's under development. 

As has been examined in light of the comparative analysis of the experiences of pollution 

regulation of the three Asian metropolitan centers, Ethiopia has neither strong democratic 

process nor legal intuitions nor is local or National activist's .It therefore very hard to 

find the enforcement of pollution regulations by the local authorities of the regional 

states. In the absence of heightened public concern about pollution issues, the 

enforcement of even the available judicial remedies for environmental ills is found to be 

too far to realize. From the existing situation of low level Of societal awareness about the 

problems of pollution, it is less likely that environmental concerns will be political 

agendas of electoral canipaigns in the near future of Ethiopian politics. Moreover there 

are no federal and regional administrative arrangements having easy- to- access channels 
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for ordinary citizens to check against administrative slackness in enforcement. In this 

; regard from the defenses of EPA for the charge brought against it by APAP for the 

alleged industrial pollution hazards, we can understand that there is no access to 

challenge the administrative slack of EPA's regulation power. Hence from the decision's 

of the court on this case that EPA has well defended and from the experiences of the 

above deve loping countries and the situations of Ethiopia, we can conclude that the 

problems of industrial pollution regulation in Addis Ababa are highly inter woven to 

many factors such as the absences of detail and flexible legal and institutional setups, 

limitations of local democratic processes, environmental awareness and environmental 

act ivi st groups. 
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CHAPTER 3; NATIONAL POLICY AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF 

IP REGULATION 

3.1 Relevant International agreements to which'Ethiopia is a party 

One of the relevant international agreement for the regulation of IP and to which Ethiopia 

has ratified and became a party is the Vienna convention and its Montreal protocol in 

January 199650 Accordingly the mandate for the coordination and supervision of this 

convention in Ethiopia is given for the national meteorological service agency.51 In line 

with thi s convention, the country is expected to adopt further legal instruments relevant 

for the enforcement of its commitment. The country is expected to take measured that can 

protect the human health and the environment against adverse effects of human activities 

which modify or likely to modify the ozone layer. 

In this regard fulfilling and complying with the international and domestic 

industrial gas emission standards and other industrial pollytion measures are the logical 

consequences of Ethiopia commitment to the convention. 

To this effect, the country other than notifications and general legislations is expected to 

take further actions that enable it to limit the Ozone depleting industrial gas emission 

from the various industrial activities. 

However, despite the presence of such gas emission from the industrial pollution 

source that is contributing for the depilation of ozone layers, there is not yet enacted 

industrial emission standards and detail IP regulations in Ethiopia and particularly in 

Add is Ababa. 

The Basel convention for the control of the trans-boundary movements of 

hazardous wastes and their disposal which is adopted in 1989 is also the other relevant 

international agreement that Ethiopia is a party 52.ln relation to Africa; the convention 

'takes more speci fic step by the 1991 Bamako convection. The convention at this time sets 

an obligat ion of prior consent for a country of destiny in writing before the export of any 

hazards wastes in to other countries. 

50. UN the 1985 vienna conven1ion for the protection of ozone layer and the 1987 Montreal protocol for the protection 
of substances depleting ozone layer. 

51. EPA, si tuation analysis ofthe industry sector (2201) vol. 1 (draft) p.5 
52. Anon Basel convection on the country of tans boundary movement of hazardous wastes and their disposal (1989a) \ 

. 9 \ UN EP, Pans ppJ 3 " 
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Ethiopia has ratified this convention under production No - 357/2002 as it is 

amendment by proclamation no 355/2002. Accordingly the power for its implementation 

is given to the EPA, in fact in consultation with the concerned regional and government 

organsS3 

The immediate interest for Ethiopia to his convention is the right of prior consent 

before the exporting of any hazardous waste in to the country. A part from this, the 

country has not yet developed the capacity to export ha~ardous industrial wastes in to 

some other countries for disposal. In relation to the implementation of this convention by 

Ethiopia there are some efforts taken by the authority as the sending back of certain out 

dated hazardous chemical substances in to some other countries that are having the 

capacity to dispose them without harm. 

The 1992 UN framework convention on climate change (UNFCC) is also one of 

international legal framework for the protection of environmental pollution from the 

industrial source pollutants. 54 The main objectives of this convention are to maintain the 

atmospheric green house gas concentration at an optimum level. This is the level where it 

wo uld prevent anthropogenic effect on the climate system until it gets sufficient period of 

time for the selfre -generation of the ecosystemS5 

The convention in its statement clearly stipulates that the major hazardous 

atmospheric gas emissions such as carbon dioxide, chlorofluro carbons, methane and 

ni tro us oxide are mainly contributed from the industrial sectors of the economy. 

Therefore, countries according to this convention are expected to take measures that 

enable to reduce the emiss ion of such hazardous gases from the industry sectorS6 

The convention convey a message to Ethiopia for the consideration of energy 

effic ient technologies, use alternation and renewable energy sources that alternately 

would resu lt reduction in emissions and in return the convention offers also a cooperation 

and various incentive measures for the use of new environmental friendl y technologies 

that would enable the country to save its forest and vegetation energy sources and so that 

protects cl imate changes. 

53. Ibid. p.50 
54. Malancu ls peter Akehursts Modern ·lntroduction to international law (1997) p.97 
55. Supra note 36. 
56 . id. 
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In relation to the incentives for taking environmental protection measure, had 

there been effective mechanisms to monitor the industrial carbon releases at a minimum 

level and the legal and institutional capacity to introduce best available technologies and 

the use of energy sav ing alternative resources in Ethiopia, the country could have been 

the highest beneficiary from the financial arrangements of the UNEP. However, like 

other developing countries, due to limitations on the capacity to conduct environmental 

protection programs, the country is not yet benefiting from this international fund. On the 

other hand as the financial source of this arrangement is from developed countries, such 

countries could have also benefiting from the net effect impacts of the green house gas 

emission reduction measures by developing countries like Ethiopia. 

Ethiopia is also a party to the Rotterdam convention on persistent organic 

pollutants (pops) and has ratified this convention by proclamation No 278/2002. The 

federal EPA is the entrusted organ for the domestic implementation of this convention57
. 

According to the main objective of this convention, EPA is expected to take practical 

measures to ban the use of pops in any industrial production process. Nevertheless, 

executing the banning of pops requires strict supervisions, inspections and other 

compliance mechanisms up on industrial production processes and waste emissions. In 

thi s regard the immediate responsible organ is the AAEPA- However, due to the legal 

and inst itutional incapacities; the authority is not practically enforcing the objectives of 

thi s convent ion in its respective region. 

3.2 Constitutional recognition 

The 1995 FORE constitution is the foundation for the Environmental policy of Ethiopia. 

Even though the EPE is the product of multi-sect oral policy issues that have some sort of 

;con necti on with the environment, the root for the core guiding principles of the 

env ironmental policy of Ethiopia is still the basic essence of some provisions under the 

constitut ion of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia. These are also the overriding 

principles for any Legislative provisions of environmental protection and management in 

the country .58 

57. id 
58. The constitution of the federal republic of Ethiopia, proclamation no. 1/ 1995 
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The major environmental guidelines of the 1995 FDRE constitutional provisions 

specificall y relevant to the regulation of industrial pollution can be summarized as : 

i) Environmental related Fundamental rights of the people :- these includes the 

right to a clean and health env ironment as it is a:cognized under Art 44(1); the 

right to livelihood stated under Art 44(2) and the right to sustainable 

development recognized as a governing principle and which is provided 

under Art 43(1) of the FDRE constitution .In relation to industrial pollution 

thi s constitutional framework entails that the people of Addis Ababa has a 

right to be protected fro m industrial pollutions that jeopardizes the clean and 

health environment of the citizens. 

ii) Constitutional provisions dealing with the basic environmental 

Objectives: -

These are stated under the section of "National policy principles and objectives" 

.Env ironmental issues of the constitution under this section are dealt in the specific 

provision of Art 92. The guiding principles for all activities that are relate to policy 

formulation, strategy development and the adoption of legislative and Institutional 

framework in relation to environmental protection and management are concisely stated 

in this section of the constitution. The above stated Article of the constitution in addition 

to the env ironmenta l objectives imposes constitutional duty up on the Federal and 

Regional government bod ies along with the citizens to "Protect the Environment" and 

"ensure that any development projects and programs do not or disrupt the environment in 

any way" . To go with this ,the provision also declares the right of citizens to participate 

. in the plann ing and implementation of polices and projects related to environmental 

issues. 59 Hence, it is the duty of any concerned governmental organs with the residents of 

Addis Ababa city council to protect the environment from Industrial pollution and to take 

precautionary measures not to pollute the urban environment form developmental 

act ivates. According to Art 90(3) and Art 43(2) of the FDRE constitution, the residents 

of Addis Ababa have ' the right to full consultation and participation as well as the 

59. Khushal vibhte. Environmental policy and law of Ethiopia. A policy perspective journal of 
Ethiopian low vol 22 (I) (2008) pA 
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expression of their views from the inception of a project proposal to the implementation 

of industrial establishments. 

iii) Fundamental principles of International environmental obligations. 

As it is stipulated under Art 9(4) of the constitution, like all other international, 

env ironmental obligations that Ethiopia has ratified and are supposed to be an integral 

part of the law of the land, environmental pollution related international agreements tliat 

Eth iopia has ratified have gained constitutional recognition. 

However, despite all these important constitutional recognitions ,the country still 

lacks comprehensive environmental protection legal regulation especially in the area of 

industrial pollution .Unless there are clear and specific legal regulation that could 

effectively manage and protect the various sources of environmental pollution , the 

enforcement of environmental rights enshrined under the foregoing constitution are going 

to be na'lve . 

3.3 Relevant policies and legislations 

Environmental issues have a broad connection with the policy objectives and the 

consequent legal instruments of almost all sectors of the economy. However, the 

considerat ion of policies and legislations in this study is confined on ly to the review of 

the relevant policy, legislations and institutional framework for the IP regulation in Addis 

Ababa. 

The 1997 environmental policy of Ethiopia (here in after the EPE) and the 

consequent Environmental protection organs establishment proclamation No 295/2002 

(here in after the EPD) are the primary policy and legal basis for environmental 

protection issues recognized under the 1995 PODE constitution. 

The overall goal of the 1997 EPE lies upon striking a balance between the 

improvement and enhancement of the health and quality of life of Ethiopians in one hand 

and the promotion of sustainable development on the other hal1d. 

In relation to the protection of the environment from IP, the EPE under the list of 

its objectives describes the need for the control of hazardous materials and pollutants 

from industrial wastes. Accordingly, it has introduced two important international 
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principles as a strategy aiming at the prevention Ireduction of environmental pollutants 

from the industry source. These are namely the precautionary principles and the principle 

of polluter pays.60 

Literally, precautionary principle in environmental protection envisages the idea 

of taking a preventive or preemptive measure against environmental pollution sources 

before it has brought a damage or it becomes a threat to the environment. 

In light of the above principle, the AAEPA is expected to take various preventive 

measures that enable to regulate the waste effluents and gaseous emissions of the 

industries in Addis Ababa. Setting standards of emission, inspecting the production 

process and methods of waste treatment ,initiating the application of waste management 

within the industrial establishments, encouraging the application of BAT by the industries 

themselves, introducing the cleaner production system and the evolving tools and 

principles relevant for the regulation of industrial pollution are some of the 

responsibilities of the authorities. 

However, according to the interview conducted with one of the experts of the 

AAEPA, the authority has not yet endorsed emission standards to the waste discharges 

and gaseous emission of various industrial categories in Addis Ababa.6 1 In relation to 

thi s, even though the AAEPA, in line with the federal draft standards for emission has 

prepared its own draft, thi s draft document is still waiting for its endorsement by the city 

government organ. 

As it goes with the usual saying of "prevention is better than cure" ,the 

application of precautionary principles, the setting of standards with its strict 

implementat ion is the most affordable and cost effective instrument to the regulation of 

IP in Addis Ababa. In this regard the reluctance of concerl)ed government organ to adopt 

. industrial release standard in Addis Ababa escalates the problem of IP and its mitigation 

costing the future. 

The polluter pays principle of the policy on the other hand introduces the idea that 

the owner or any responsible legal entity in the operation of a certain industrial discharge 

or processes that cause pollution should also be responsible for the costs of preventing or 

dealing with pollution.62 

60. EPA, envi ronmenlal policy of Ethiopia (1997) EPA, Addis Ababa, para 3.8 
61. Interview conducted with Sefye Legesse (environmental population awareness inspection 
coordinator) June 20, 

2009 
62. Supra note 43 at para 3.8(6) 
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The same interviewee has further confirmed that there is no specific regulation so 

far that has incorporated such principles in the regulation of JP in AA. 

Despite its strategic advantage for the protection of environmental pollution, the 

concept of the "polluter pays principle" is not incorporated in the newly endorsed EPA JP 

regulation and the same is true for the draft prepared by the AAEP. 

However, incognizant to the advantage of cost sharing among the stake holders, 

participating polluters or the industrial establishments in tRe sharing of costs for clearing 

the environment under the 'polluter pays" principle is a rational instrument towards 

environmental protection 

On the other hand, the implementation of such principles besides to its general 

importance requires strong political support and commitment by the government. 

Nevertheless this also requires the compromisation of high government aspiration for 

rapid industrialization which in return is calling for the participation of investors in 

industrial establishments at large in one and the need to getting involved of investors in 

the costs of environmental protection under the principle of 'polluter pays" on the other 

hand. In this regard though the federal government has shown its strong interest for the 

protection of the environment through its legislative provision for the application of such 

principles as stipulated in the policy instrument such is EPE, until recently, there has not 

been further political will for the application of such principle in the strict term of the 

policy. 

This fact is also confirmed impliedly by the prolonged act of the government to 

decide for the enactments of the draft industrial pollution regulations which were kept on 

shelf since 7 years before it. 

Moreover, in relation to IP regulation, the EPE has also provided the strategic 

linkages to other policy areas that have functional values in the regulation of JP. Such 

relevant policies are the Ethiopian water resource management policy of 1997 and the 

Ethiopian health policy of 1993 6 3 accordingly; the former policy envisaged the creation 

of an appropriate mechanism by the EWRMA for the protection of water resources from 

pollution. In relation to this issue the AA WSA is entitled to take measures enabling to 

protect the pollution of the water bodies of Addis Ababa from various pollution sources 

63. Ibid. at. Para 3.8 (e) 
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for which industrial pollution is the primary source. However the problem in this area is 

the ambiguity over the provision for power to protect the water bodies in Addis Ababa. 

According to proclamation No 197/2000, ministry of water resource is the sole 

central supervision body for water resources management except by the delegation of the 

ministry.64 The proclamation did not provide any other regional bodies to take an 

authoritative role in the water resource management of their respective regions .Under art 

2(7) of thi s proclamation it has also stipulated that the ministry is the central supervisory 

body and responsible to prepare directives to ensure that water resources are not polluted 

and hazardous to health and environment. Moreover, as according to art .8 (h) and Art 

.11 (d) of the same proclamation, the ministry is also entitled to set standards that enables 

it to reali ze its responsibility to supervise and permit the ~ischarge or release of polluted 

water from various pollution sources. According to art 2(11) of the proclamation, the 

polluted water refers to swage industrial effluents and toxic water and any waste in a 

liquid form. In relation to IP it stipulates that the ministry of water resources as a 

supervising body is responsible to verify whether the water proposed by a certain 

industrial plan for use does not entail pollution harmful effects on the water resources and 

the environment or not. Moreover, under Art 13(2) of its provision the proclamation 

states that "no appl ication for permit to release or discharge any waste which endangers 

human life, animals, plants and any living things in to water resources shall be 

acceptable" . In fact, such prohibition for the release or discharge of waste water is for 

those industries without having a proper waste treatment methods or appliances. 

In relation to the consideration of environmental protection issues on the health 

sector, the federal public health proclamation no. 20 of 2000 is the relevant legal 

ti'amework towards IP regulation. As it is stated in its preamble provision, the main 

objecti ve of this proclamation is the creation of a healthy environment for the future 

generation. 

Among many considerations in relation to maintaining the healthy environment, 

the relevant provision of this proclamation is the standard manner set for industrial waste 

di scharges and the need to secure occupational safety of the employees engaged in the 

industry sector. More s'pecific to the regulation of JP, the proclamation strictly prohibits 

the discharge of untreated waste affluent in to the nearby water bodies or water 

64 . FDRE, Ethiopian water resource management prociamation no. 197/2000 Art. 2 (7) 
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convergence. Under art II (2) of its provision, the proclamation prohibits the use of 

excessive noise generating machineries except the application of appropriate noise 

absorption equipment. It has also provided a more comprehensive prohibitive provision 

under art 12(2) for the disposal of so lid, liquid and any other waste jeopardize to the 

maintenance of good health and the environment. 

The object ives of the aforementioned federal public health proclamation 

structurally devolves to the respective regional health bureau mandates .Accordingly the 

Addis Ababa city government health bureau is entitled to work for the attainment of 

hea lth environment in Addis Ababa. 

Hence, from the above analysis and in the regulation of IP in Addis Ababa, the 

AAEPA has a profound collaborative environment to work with the respective health 

bureau towards achieving the same end of creating a healthy environment in the city. 

With regard to the provisions of EPE about the strategic linkage of the Ethiopian health 

policy to environmental protection the late policy clearly identifies environmental health 

as one of the priority area of ministry's task. The policy states the need to take action for . 
the development of safe disposal of industrial waste and for the protection of 

environmental pollution from hazardous chemical waste by the ministry. 65 

Similarly, by virtue of the federal arrangement of the FORE constitution, the 

federal MOl-! power on the regulation of pollution devolves upon the respective regional 

government organs. Accordingly the Addis Ababa health bureau is the legitimate organ 

to take action on the same matters of pollution vis·a·vis to the AAEPA. 

In furtherance of the objectives of the EPE, the FORE government has enacted the 

repelled EPA establishing proclamation No.9 of 1997 and the new EPO establishing 

proclamation no. 295/2002. The later legal instrument has provided more specific 

provisions relevant for the regulation environmental pollution than the EPE. The role of 

EPA under the provisions of EPO is re·structured in to t»,o distinct areas. Accordingly, 

the environmental development and management role of EPA is organized independent 

to its role of environmental protection and monitoring .This .is a significant step of the 

new EPO provision which has avoided the conflict of interests with in the structure of 

EPA than the repealed EPA establishing proclamation of the 1997. 

65. FDRE, public health proclamation no. 20012000. Art 10(3) 
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The AAEPA is established in accordance with the revised charter of the Addis 

Ababa city government proclamation No 361 of 1995 and the amended proclamation No 

14 of 1995 for the executive and municipal organs of the city government. In accordance 

with the EPO proclamation, the REA has the power to set more stringent standards of 

waste discharges and gaseous emissions than the standards to the federal EPA. 66 

In pursuant to the above proclamation of the city government and the federal EPO 

the ro le of IP regulation in Addis Ababa is primarily rests upon the responsibility of 

AAEPA. Accordingly, the authority is expected to have its own standards and detail 

regulatory rules necessary for the effective implementation of environmental protection 

objectives entrusted upon it. 

Moreover ,the AAEPA under the Addis Ababa city government environmental 

po llution control regulation No. 25/2007 is entrusted for safeguarding or protecting the 

environment from any pollution.67 According to this regulation the authority has also a 

legal mandate to protect the environment from industrial pollution. In line with this 

mandate and the provision of Art 5(2) of this regulation, the authority is entitled to 

implement the env ironmental standards en.acted by the federal EPA and in the absence of 

the later standards it shall use standards issued by the concerned international standards. 

However, the fact today concerning to the .later role of the authority is that there is not yet 

neither the federa l nor the international standards applied by the AAEPA on any of 

industrial emissions and wastes discharges. 

According to the interview conducted with one of the AAEPA senior expert on 

env ironmental protection, the main reason for the failure to implement emission 

standards for industrial releases is primarily lake of political will by the senior 

management level to prioritize the issues of pollution standards and control then other 

. adm inistrate wo rks. He further explained that the work of draft industrial pollution 

standards releases had been finali zed long ago both at the federal and regional authorities. 

However, they were shelved for several years waiting an endorsement by the respective 

supreme organ . Nevertheless the federal draft is endorsed ;very recently where as the 

AAEPA draft is still waiting for the decision of the respective city organ for its 

enactment. Nonetheless, the same interviewee has expressed hi s strong convection for 

66 . Supra note 16 at 8 
67 . Addis Ababa ci ty govern ment "pollution control regulation no. 25/2007" Art 4(1) 
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that following the federal endorsement drafts, the AAEPA draft shall be issued very 

soon. 

Industrial development policy and investment proclamation No 3711 996 of 

Eth iopia is also the other relevant policy and legal instruments in the regulation oflP. 

In line with the industry strategy, the Ethiopia government under this 

proclamation sets an obligation up on the investment authority to consider environmental 

standard requirements and other obligations set by the relevant environmental laws 

before its issuance of an investment license. 

Nevertheless, this proclamation lacks imagination In the setting of effective 

mechanisms to comply with the stated environmental protection requirements. The short 

time frame set as standard of securing license and other prerequisites of the investment 

are too ambitious. This is not practical for taking an effective environmental assessment 

of the envisaged investment activities with in the short time allotted under this 

proclamation. 

In terms of the relevant national policy considerations the 1997 conservation 

strategy of Eth iopia has provided essential strategic considerations for the regulation of 

environmental pollutants in Ethiopia. 

In relation to the regulation of IP, the strategy envisages the need for the setting of 

policies enabling to control hazardous and waste pollutants from the industry source. 

Such object ive under the strict terms of this strategy is forwarded as: 

i) Establishing a regulatory framework for pollution control and 

management of hazardous materials and 

ii ) Capacity building, institutional strengthen and increasing awareness for 

pollution control and management. 68 

This document has provided important strategic provisions that later are 

incorporated in the enacted industrial pollution regulations both at the federal and the 

respective regional environmental organs. Moreover, the draft IPC regulation documents 

of both the federal EPA and the AAEPA have incorporated ,the essences of the CSE on 

the regulation of industrial pollution at large. 

In relation to policy matters on science and technology, the national industrial 

science and technology policy is the important consideration in the regulation of IP. In 

68. EPA and ministry of economic development and cooperation conservations strength of 
Ethiopia. Vol I-V (t 996) and see also supra note 43 at para 3.8 32 



relation to IP regulation the theme of this policy is to promote the scientific and 

technological capacities of the industries enables them to deal with their effluents 

effectively69 In this regard one of the relevant provisions of this policy is the need to 

support scientific and technological activities that would result in the reduction, 

elimination and reducing of industrial pollutants such as dusts, smoke, liquid and solid 

wastes and noise undertaking of research on techniques that called eliminate or reduce 

pollut ion and the promotion of methods for recycling byp'roducts and refuses are source 

of the relevant industrial pollution problem mitigation strategies of this policy.7o 

In a broad spectrum this is an enabling policy relevant for the regulation of 

industrial pollution through the application of BAT for the reduction of waste pollutants 

and fo r the treatment of end of pipe waste releases from the industries. 

The environmental impact assessment proclamation no. 299 of 2002 (here in after 

E1A) and the commercial registration and business licensing proclamation no 67 of 1997 

are also the relevant legal framework for IP regulation 

In relat ion to IP regulation the AAEPA is the competent regional authority to 

request for the conduct of EIA of any intended developmental project in the city 

government. The authority is autonomous to evaluate the EIA study documents of the 

applicant organizations and make a review and a decision on such documents. This is an 

essential legal instrument of the authority to regulate industrial pollutions from the outset. 

In the course of reviewing the EIA document of the intended project, the authority is 

empowered to make suggestions, amendments, setting conditions or even rejecting the 

intended plan on the ground that if the intended developmental activity is hazardous to 

the environment.7l 

In this regard according to the interview conducted with one of the senior expert 

orthe authority, there is serious capacity limitation of the authority to effectively evaluate 

the EIA's of some intended activities. Lack of ski lled manpower and advanced laboratory 

equipments are some of the hindrances stated about for the limitations. 

69. Nalional science and technology policy (1994) 
70. Workll Damena, Review of the existing policy. legal and institutional situation of the industry sector related to 

environmenl (2000) pp8·1 0 
71 . FDRE "Environmental impact assessment proclamati on" no. 29912002 
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Last but not least in legal framework part of this study is the commercial 

reg istration and business licensing proclamat ion no 67 of 1997. The essential point of thi s 

legislation on matters of IP regulation is its strict licensing procedure for the 

cons iderat ion of environmental impacts of an intended commerc ial activity.72 

72 . FORE "The com mercial registration and licensing proclamation" no. 67/ 1997 
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Title of the 

relevant Law 

1. FORE 

constitution 

proclamation 

No. 1/19.95 

Table 4.1. showing the comparative powers, duties and responsibilities 

of the various organs stated under the various laws in relation to industrial pollution 

Responsible bodyl Relevant powers and duties for Sanctions or limitations 

Agency monitoring and compliance relevant to 

environmental control 

- any government organ . considering environmental - It's supreme leg is lative 

relevant to environmental protection as an overriding principle nature obligates any 

protection in any development plan organ to consider Ihe 

- people are the holder of clean environmental right of 

and health environment as a people, the concept of 

fundamental right 44(1) sustainability and other 

- It is peoples right of livelihood environmental rights 

(44(2) enshrined in the 

- Is susta inable development as a constitution and stick to 

governing principle 44(3) its compliance 

- Is a national policy principle and 

objectives (92) 

: .. 
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, 
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Scope of power 

The power 

transcends in 

every organ in 

relation to 

environmental 

protection and the 

right of people to 

clean 

environment, 

Live lihood and 

participation to 

development 

plans in relation 

to their 

environmental 

inleresls. 
-

I 
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2. Investment 
Proclamati 
on No. 
37/1996 

• 

• 

• 

Investment 
Board 
Eth iopian 
Investment 
Authority 
Regional 
investment 
organs 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Receive applications for I • 
investment and ascertain that the • 
intended investment activity 
would not be contravening 
environmental protection laws I • 

(14( 1); 
Issue investment permits(14) and 
monitor the implementation of 
investment projects and ensure 
compliance with the terms and 
conditions of the investment 
permits (31 (7)(8); 
Issue, on behalf of the competent 
bodies, trade or business 
licenses, work permits and carry 
out the registration of business 
organizations with respect to 
investors holding investment 
permits(25(1 ); 
Renewal of permit every year until 
the commencement of production 
or service (15(1); 
Suspension or revocation of 
permit (16). 

36 

There are no specific prohibitions; I • 

Investment permit may be issued 
prior to allocation of land to the 
investor(36 ); 
The next opportunity, after the 
issuance of permit, that the 
appropriate investment organ wi ll 
have in order to ascertain 
compliance with environmental 
requirements is when the 
implementation of the investment I • 

project to completed and 
business license is required up on 
the commencement of production 
or service (14(3)). 

Represent the Min istry 
of Trade and Industry 
and relevant Regional 
Bureau for issuing 
business license and 
carrying out commercial 
registration for 
investors as per 
Proclamation No. 
67/1997; 
Close cooperation with 
Environmental 
Protection Authority or 
Relevant Regional 
agency in discharging 
its responsibility of 
ascertaining the 
consistency of 
investment proposals 
with environmental 
protection laws, such 
as in the form of 
reviewing 
environmental impact 
statements (EIS) of 
investment projects. 
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Commercial 
Reg istration 
and Business 
Licensing 
Proclamation 
No. 67/1997 

• Appropriate 
Authority i.e. 

• 

Ministry of I • 

Trade and 
Industry and 
the pertinent I • 

regional 
Bureau • 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Receive application for business 
license (22); 
Issue business license without 
prejudice to Article 25 of the 
Investment Proclamation (23); 
Permit for expansion or upgrading 
of existing industries ... (24); 
Issuing directives; 
Keeping commercial 
registers(12); 
Inspection (35); 
Suspension or cancellation of 
business.license (26,28 ); 
Renewal of business license 
annually (25); 
Commercial registration (5,12); 
Statements of the concerned 
government institutions regarding 
the commercial activities' health 
and sanitary conditions, 
environmental protection and 
safety measures, (22); 
Closure of business when the 
concerned government institution 
has confirmed that the business is 
dangerous to public health and 
safety or to the national economy 
(28); 
Issue temporary license which 
shall be valid until the completion 
of the project and the 
commencement of production or 
service for persons desiring to 
engage in the field of industry 
hotel, education, health or 
agricultural development (31). 

31 

• 

• 

There are no specific prohibitions 
of relevance; 
Concerned government 
institutions whose statement or 
confirmation is requ ired , or which 
may conduct inspection as per 
Art. 35 may include; 
a) Public Health Authority i.e. 

the Ministry of Health or the 
Health Bureau of a Regional' 
state or of a city accountable 
to the Federal Government 
(Public Health Proclamation 
No 200/2000); 

b) Supervising Body (as per 
Ethiopian Water Resources 
Management Proclamation) 
i.e. the Ministry of Water 
Resources or any organ 
delegated by the Ministry ; 

c) Environmental Protection 
Authority or Regional bodies 
responsibly for environmental 
protection (as per 
Environmental Protection 
Authority Establishment 
Proclamation No. 9/1995 and 
the draft Environmental 
Proclamations) . 

• 

• 

• 

Statements of 
concerned government 
institutions required 
before issuing busin ess 
license (12); 
Confirmation of the 
dangerous nature of the 
business to health, 
safety or national 
economy of the 
concerned government 
institutions is necessary 
to proceed toward 
closure and 
cancellation of the 
business license (28) 
Delegation of power of 
the Appropriate 
Authority to the 
Ethiopian Investment 
Authority or any 
Regional Investment 
organ to carry out 
commercial registration 
and issue business 
license (Article 43 of 
this proclamation and 
25 of the Investment 
Proclamation). 
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Ethiopian 
water 
Resources 
Management 
Proclamation 
No.19712000 . 

/" , 
/ 

• Supervising body I • Determine the allocation and manner of use of water I • 

resources (8(c)) , i.e. the Ministry of 
Water Resources I • Prepare directives, in consultation with public bodies 

concerned, in order to ensure that water resources 
are not polluted and hazardous to health and the 
environment (8 (f)); 

or any organ or 
appropriate body 
delegated by the 
Ministry I • 

• 

• 

Cause, in consultation with the public bodies I • 

concerned, the issuance of quality or health standards 
which enables it to entertain an application for a 
permit to discharge or release polluted water into 
water resources (8(h)); I • 

Issue permit for the release or discharge of waste into 
water resources where the proposed use of water 
does not entail pollution or harmful effects on the 
water resource and the environment(14); and unless 
otherwise provided for in regulations to be issued for I • 

the implementation of the proclamation(11 (1 ltd); 
Rejecting application for permit to release or 
discharge any waste, which endangers human life, 
animals, plants and any living things, into water 
resources unless the applicant engages himself to 
treat the pollutant before it is released or discharged 
(13); 

• Amendment, suspension or revocation of permit on 
grounds to be determined by the regulations to be 
issued for the implementation of the Proclamation 
(16,17); 

• Decision on applications of grievances regarding , 
among other th ings, the release or discharge of waste 
into water resources (18). 

5'1> 

The use of water in a ' · 
manner that entails 
pollution or harmfu l 
effects on water 
resources and the 
environment (14); 
Releasing or discharging 
waste into water 
resources without permit 
(14 ); 
There seems to be 
inconsistency on referring 
to the object of regu lation 
i.e. in some instances 
reference is made to: 
Polluted water, and in 
other instances to waste, 
and also to pollutant. 

Consultation with 
the public bodies 
concerned is a 
legal requirement in 
the preparation of 
directives to ensure 
that water 
resources are not 
polluted, tnd in the 
formulation of 
quality and health 
standards for the 
discharge or 
release of polluted 
water into water 
resources (8(1) and 
(h) ). 
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5. Public Health 
Proclamation 
No. 200/2000 

/' ,-

Public Health I " 

Authority, which 
means the Ministry 
of Health or the 
Health Bureau of a 

Regional State or I " 
of a City" 
accountable to the " 
Federal 
Government , " 

" 

Appointment of inspectors who sha ll have powers and 
duties, among other things , to enter and inspect any 
premise which they have sufficient reason to believe 
that there exists a situation endangering public health 
(6,7) ; 
Inspection (5); 
Verification of drinking water supply(10) ; 
Authorization of a public bathing place or swimming 
pool service (14); 
Standardization of disposal procedure for any solid, 
liquid and other wastes generated from 
hospitals( 12(3)); 
Health permit and registration requirement before 
resumption and after completion of building 
construction meant for public services(18(1). . 

3'1 

" 

" 

• 

Discharge of untreated 
liquid wa ste from 
industries into water 
bodies (19(3); 
Disposal of solid, liqu id or 
any other waste in a 
manner which 
contaminates the 
environment 
the health 
(12(2)); 

or affects 
of society 

The use of any machinery 
or instrument which 
generates excessive 
noise unless noise 
reducing apparatus or 
instrument is installed 
(10(2); 

" Providing water supply 
service without 
authorization (10); 

• The prohibition on 
disposal of waste (12(2) 
is too general to be 
adequately enforced. 
Specific provisions are 
required . 

No speci fic 
requirement of 
consultation or 
cooperation is 
mentioned in the 
Proclamation. 
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6. EIA, • 
proclamation • 
nO.299/2002 • 

-' 

EPA(?) • Receive EIA study 
AAEPA (REA) • Review the study 
Ministry of Trade & • Release the document for commentary to 
industry the member of the public the concerned communities 
relevant regional 
bureau. 

40 

• There is a power to reject • Approve or reject 
the EIA study or return the EIA study of the 

any back for furthe r revision intended 
development plan 
in relation to its 
adversarial impact 
of environmental 
damage/hazard 

• Close cooperation 
with regional EIA 
agencies 
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7 . . Envil • EPA • Set pollution standards • There are speci fic. 
pollution • AAEPA • Observe the compliance of the environmental sanctions and penalties 
proclamation • AAWSA standards on pollution 
No. 300/2002 • MOH • Deliver the adjudicative bodies • Has the power to deliver 

• MWR a care for the adjudicative 

• MTI bod ies for offences 

• Reg ional EPA committed 

agencies 

Source: Adopted After EPA, situational analysis of the Industry sector, vol. I. pp 37-46 (2000) (unpublished) 
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I 
• Represen t tn"] 

federa l government 
In are matters In 
relation 10 

environmental 
pollution. 

• Close cooperation 
with reg iona l 
environmental 
protection agencies 
observe , monitory 
and take action for 
the compliance of 
environmental 
pollution problems 
in all sectors. 



CHAPTER 4: THE IMPACT OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION IN ADDIS ABABA 

4.1 The legal and historical background of industrial development and pollution in 

Ethiopia- Addis Ababa. 

The historical development of manufacturing industry in Ethiopia had began in the 

second half of the 1940' s related with the event of the post Ethio-Italian war. However 

modern industry in real sense was emerged in the 1950's and 1960's aimed at the 

producti on of basic consumer goods. The majorities of manufacturing establishments 

during thi s time were heavily dependent on manual operation and were small-scale. The 

early initiative for establ ishment of these manufacturing was by individuals seeking for 

profits. It was onl y in the mid-sixties that the government initiated policies relating to 

investment appear t lead the role. This initiative was accompanied by various legislations 

for the promotion of industrial sector.7) 

The first important legal notice for the formulation of the first strategic document of the 

industry sector was "the statement of policy for the encouragement of foreign capital 

investment " in the 1950. Other notable policy and legal bas is pertinent to the expansion 

of modern industry sectors during 1950 to 1974 decree made for the promotion of capital 

investment in Ethiopia, the revised proclamation of 1964.Agricaltural and industrial 

expansion proclamation No.24211966.74 

In the later history of industrial development of Ethiopia, the imperial government has 

implemented three successive fi ve-year plans of the industry sector and the fourth year 

plan ail ed on the eve of the 1974 revolution. The key industrial policy strategy of 

Ethiopia until the last period of dergue regime was import substitution. However, the 

major difference of the durgue socialist regime was that thi s strategy was state-led.75 

73. Admit. Z "Industria li zation policy and industrial development strategy of Eth iopia" Di gest of Ethiopia National 
Pol ices, strategies and programs" (2008) pp(24 1-243) 
74. Ibid. p.242 
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After the coming into power of the FORE government, the key national development 

strategy for the development of the industry sector in Ethiopia is the pursuance of an 

agricultural-led industrialization(AOLI) as opposed to the previous regimes, the basic 

aim under the guidance of AOLI is the belief of the government that priority given to 

agriculture in the short and medium term will guarantee an open market for the products 

of manufacturing products and a continuous supply of food and raw materials to the 

industry sector. Nevertheless, the ultimate goal of this strategy is industrialization. 76 

4.1.1 Industrial establishment in Addis Ababa 

The historical development of modern industrial establishment) Addis Ababa went back 

to the 19th century. The significant event among factors that had contributed 

For the establishment of modern industries in Addis Ababa city was the installation of the 

ethio-Ojibouti railways and the increasing entry of expatriates from IArmenia, Greece 

Italy and India. The trend of the late industrial esta?lishment was drawn on the 

production of consumer goods and building construction materials while this was the 

time for the introduction of western made modernization to Ethiopia during the reign of 

Menelik II.There was a high demand for consumer goods and construction materials in 

Addis Ababa77 

The fact that Addis Ababa is the capital city of Ethiopia and a center for technology and 

industrial diffusion to the rest of the regions, it has relatively long historical backgrounds 

for the establ ishment of modern industries than other urban centers in Ethiopia. More 

over the rise of such industrial establishment in this city is also attributed by the fact that 

the city had better infra structural and power access necessary for industrial production 

than the reset of urban center in the country. For this and other socio-political reasons the 

. majority of manufacturing establishments were mainly con.centrated in Addis Ababa . 

. According to a survey conducted by CSA, the distribution of industries by regional states 

in the year 2005/06, more than half (54.26%) of the total large and medium scale 

manufacturing establishments of the country are concentrated in Addis Ababa city 

administration. On the other hand from the major industrial group categories in Addis 

Ababa, manufacturing of food and beverages with 10.37% took the highest number of 

industrial establi shments. 

76. id. P.242 
77. Supra Itot 3.p.6 43 



On the other hand, manufacture of tobacco products which is only one factory holds the 

least rank in number of establishments by industrial groupS.78 

Acco rdi ng to an inventory of industries and service providing institution found in Addis 

Ababa which was under taken by EPA in 2007,about 41 of the industries in the city were 

registered as leather and tanning industries, 378 as health care industries, 11 0 as food and 

beverage 35 chemicals, 98 plastics, 504 automotive and electronics and 104 as printing 

enterpri se. From the perspective of industri al pollution in the city, the major pollution 

source industries such as tanneries,textiles,beverages,paints and garages are located along 

the banks of little Akaki river disposing their waste effluents in to the river without any 

treatment. 79 

By the same study, out of the total industries in Addis Ababa 45% are located at 50 

meters di stance from the river bank of little Akaki river. But, by the same source 

on ly 18% of these industries are found in an area that is designated as industrial zone. 

4.2 E nvironmental impacts 

The concept "Environmental Po ll ution" is across- cutting issue.8o It transcends to the 

po licy and strategy objectives of the various developmental sectors of the national 

economy. The foc us for the study of env ironmental impacts of industrial pollution is 

therefore must not be necessarily confined only to the environmental sector but must also 

encompass all of the signifi cant poli cy ,legal ,technical , economic and social 

implicati ons and impacts into other sectors. 

78. eSA, The distribution of industries by regional states (2005/2006), esp" Addis Ababa survey. P.8. 
79. EPA Inventory of industries and service providing inst itutions in Addis Ababa (unpubl ished) p.12 
SO. Ibid 
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However, for the sake of simplicity, the discussion under ~his heading is confined solely 

to the major impacts of industrial pollutions on environment. On the other hand 

environmental impacts of industries hold the consideration of a number of variables in 

the biosphere such as flora and fauna, geology and soils ,ground and surface water, air 

quality and climate, public health ,landscape and visual amenity, noise and vibration, 

transport, social and economic ,land use and heritage, accidental ,landfi ll, gas and 

residual impacts81 

Nevertheless, an assessment of industrial pollution on the water bodies, human health 

fauna and flora is suffice in this study to highlight the major environmental impacts of the 

industry sector. 

4.2.1. Impacts on Water Bodies 

There is no so far a comprehensive study about the overall impacts of industrial pollution 

in Add is Ababa today. However based on some case studies (like the case of Akaki river) 

one can infer how the state of the problem of industrial pollution is almost on the state of 

appalli ng to the socio-economic and health environment of the city. 

Under the background part of this study, we have said that according to some studies 

about 90% of industries in Addis Ababa are discharging their effluents in to the nearby 

streams ,rivers and open lands without any sort of treatments 82.for instances according to 

a study made by waste water facilities master plan project (1992-1994) 56 factories 

(80%) from out of the 70 factories taken in the survey were found to dump their effluents 

into the nearl by water courses and streams wit out any form of treatments. 83 

Similarly according to the study conducted by WHO and UNICEF in the Akaki river, the 

pollution of water from solid and liquid wastes of the vari<;>us sources of the industry 

sector has already brought negative impacts on socio-economic and environmental 

conditions of people living in the nearby area of the river. 

81. CSA, Survey of the industry sector (2008) CSA, Addis Ababa, p.8 
82. Supra noteLl. p·14 
83:StlfTa note at 52, ibid 
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Likewise the study conducted by EPA on the kinds of industrial generates wastes and the 

proportion of factories with treatment plan for the year 1997 have confirmed the same 

fact of industria~ffluent on the urban water courses and streams .For example from the 

figures under the following table, out of the 40 industries accessed for the 

Questionnaires, only 3 factories (nearly 8%) have confirmed to have any form of 

treatment plant. 

Table 1.1 number of factories in Addis Ababa with treatment plants 

Factory No. of No. of With 

Sub- factori es factories treatment 

Sector with plant 

pollution 

of 

Richard Replied Air Land Water -. 
Tanneries 9 7 

& Leather 

Products 

Chemicals 10 7 I 5 7 I 

Textile 9 7 2 4 7 I 

Metal 8 2 2 4 7 -
Non-metal 2 4 2 - - -
Beverage 7 4 I I 4 -

. .Food 5 I I 2 3 -, 
Abattoir I I I I I -
Hospital 2 I - 1 . I 1 

I I - I - 1 

Total 54 40 10 33 23 3 

( so urce:- Compiled from data made available by EPA (20 I) 
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From the water pollution study made on the upper Awash river Bas in in 1974 ,the quality 

of water abruptly declined to · worsen when the stream entered in Addis Ababa than it is 

outside this urban center. The contamination was vivid ly evidenced from the typical raw 

domestic sewerage of the various industrial effluents in to this river.84 

From thi s and other facts it is possible to say that the industrial wastes in Addis Ababa 

are sufficient to render the urban streams and rivers unacceptable for its desired usage 

and therefore is said to be polluted. Moreover on specific studies made on the major 

rivers of Addis Ababa such as Akaki and kebena rivers and Aba Samuel dam have 

confirmed that the content of specific pollutant or pollutants in these water bodies is 

beyond the trash hold level of waste to be tolerant.85 

As to the pollution load of these receiving water bodies , a study made by the Addis 

Ababa water and sewerage authority has confirmed that industrial effluents are found to 

be the first and major causes of sever pollution problems for Addis Ababa urban streams 

and lake Aba Samuel both in quantity and quality .The major forms of pollutarits 

consequently from the industrial waste discharges in Adddis Ababa are inorganic salts, 

Acids, Alkalin ,organic pollutants, suspended solids, floating solids and liquids, Heated 

water ,co lor and foam 86 

84. ibid. 
8S. ld. Pp. IS-1 7 
86 . A WSA waste water fac il ities mas ter plan (1994) project study. P.18 
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Table 1-2 summery of impact caused by pollutants category on receiving water bodies 

Category 

I. Inorganic Salts 

Sources 

. Industrial waste 

. Natural 

_ Major Impacts 

.It causes water to be hard 

so that the water is 

undesirable for In tended 

use. 

Hard water affects the 

dyeing In the textile 

industry, barring in the beer 

industry. Poor quality of 

industry 

Products. 

2.Acids and lor Alkalis -chemical and related -High concentration of 

3.0rganic 

Pollutions 

3. 1 sugars 

3.2 starch 

3.3 proteins 

industries 

- dairies 

sulpheric acids 

-causes eye irritation to 

-harmful to health so that 

sWImming In this water 

body is difficult. 

-Damage on aquatic life. 

-Exhaust the oxygen 

Breweries preserve resources of rivers and 

manufacture, glucose and creates un pleasant tests 

sugar beet factories odious and general septic 

chocolate and sweet - reduce aquatic life 

industries 

- Food processing, 

textile, ware paper 

manufacture 

- Food processing 

Sevier damage to 
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3.4 fat,oi ls and greases 

3.5 hydrocarbons 

3.6 chlorinated hydro 

carbon 

3.Suspended solid settle 

to the bottom or the 

banks 

4.rIoating solids and 

liquids 

Daires tanneries houses 

-

-

Textile oil 

refineries, 

engineering works, 

wool weaving 

Petrol chemical & 

synthetic 

factories 

Water 

rubber 

from 

manufacture of 

chemicals including 

Solgents & 

pesticides 

Different industries 

Different 

Industries 

-oxygen dep leting 

- Fatal to the life of fish 

- bad odors 

- sludge creates un dignity 

and idioms and reduce flee 

recreational purpose of the 

river 

-Increases the turbidity of 

the water courses (b/s of 

solids) 

Make the river 

unsightly 

. - Obstruct passage of 

light though the 

water 
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- Retard fungous 

5.Heated water - Different industries -due to warmness, of holds 

less dissolved oxygen that 

limits through the water 

- Less oxygen is avai lable 

for natural biological 

degradation of ay organic 

pollution discharge into 

there warm water 

6Co lor - - Compounds present in 

waste water absorb certain 

wave lengths of light and 

reflect the remainder. 

-color interference with 

transmission of sun light 

into the river over therefore 

cessions photosynthetic 

action 

7Foam -textile mi ll s and - entails in desirable 

-pulp and paper mills appearance for the reviving 

- chemical plants river 

Source: Adopted from M.A Mohammed (2002) Laugh university it is also adopted from, 

WHO, 2000 and smith 2001. 
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From the above summery table of the major categories of pollutants from the various 
/ . 

sources of industrial activities in Addis Ababa, we can infer that the impacts of industrial 

pollutants encompass almost all components of the environment. 

Due to the varied nature of pollutants from the Sou~ce, almost all forms of the 

environment such as water air soil and forms of life including that of plant and animal are 

under the threat of IP in the city 

Hence, from the fore going discussion above ,it is possible to conclude that there is a 

significant amount of industrial pollution that affects the quality of life of all forms of the 

environment in the out streams and rivers in Addis Ababa. However, the degree of 

contribution for industrial pollution among the industries varies to their structures of 

manufacturing .Accordingly the significant amount of waste effluents entering to the 

water bodies of the major streams of the city with the highest contribution for IP are 

fi'ol11 Tannery food and textile industries. 87 

4.2.2 Impacts 011 Humall Health 

The state of industries population in Addis Ababa is intensified by the generation of 

hazardous gas emissions from some heavy chemical plastic and related categories of the 

industries in the city. According to the World Bank source, the amount of carbon dioxide 

emissions from these industries reaches 0.06 metric tons per capital. This amount of 

coupled with a half to three times gas emissions from urban transport is significant 

enough to cause a great health hazards and casualties. This is because some of the emitted 

gaseous substances such as lead, nitrogen and sulpher oxide are fatal to human 

life88Polluted waters from industrial west effluents and contaminated with chemicals is 

not suitable for domestic use. It is a direct threat to human health and life. 

87. Supra note/3. 1'.17 
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For example, Accounting to a study made by WHO and UNICEF on the impact of water 

pollution of the Akaki river, all people consuming the Akaki River water are believed the 

affected by pathogens. As a result, people around this river are commonly exposed for 

gastro intestinal disorders, diaharea, abdominal pain and respiratory health problems such 

as asthma, cough, wounds, Lesions, rashes on their skin. 89 

Other health related problems like ascaries and trachoma are also prevalent in this river 

basin environment. As a result of this health problem even the school attendance and 

educational performance of children of school age in this area is Iimited.90 

Moreover, other than human health problems the discharges of some toxic substance in to 

the nearly river water are causing also seniors health hazard on the livestock's of the river 

basin inhabitants. Accordingly, the rate of animal death causality along the major river 

basins of A.A. (esp, calves) is found to be 50% as high as the case of the nearby village , 
areas 91 

Furthermore, According to the same study the water body of the major industries waste 

recipient rivers is found to be inconvenient ground for fish breeding. The main reason for 

this effect is the presence of high pollutant induced turbidity of the water body. The water 

body of the rivers is also full of plastic pieces and hog concentration of phosphorus. As a 

result, the former usually causes intestinal illness to animals where as the later resulted 

high eu trification (i.e.where there is the growth of algae and weeds created than other 

relevant marine plant species).92 

4.2.2 Impacts on other environmental media 

Though varied in intensity, the adverse effect of population reaches to the entire members 

of the ecosystem. The degree of such environmental impact may vary to the extent of the 

extinction of some species on earth while to a lesser extent of influence to certain tolerant 

spec ies of both fauna and flora . 93 

The following table shows the appealing picture of environmental pollution implication 

to the entire community of the ecosystem. 

88 . EPA, National industrial environmental policy and strateg (200t) (draft, unpublished) p.8 
89. EPA Ethiopia, environment out look (2007) EPA, Addis Ababa, p.8S 
90. ibid. 
91. ibid. 
92. ibid. 
93. Supra note 4. p.22 
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Table 1.3 Environmental implications of the discharge of sewage and industrial effluents. 

Factor Principal Potential Ecological Mitigation Measure 

environment Effect Consequence 

Degradable Organic Matter Reduction in Elimination of Pre-treatment ensure 

I. High dissolved oxygen sensitive spices, adequate dilution 

Biochemical concentration increase In some 

Oxygen tolerant species, 

Demand change In 

(BID) community structure 

Cause by bacterial 

Breakdown of organic 

matter 

2.Part ical biodegradation on Elevated ammonia Elimination of Improved treatment 

of protections and other concentrations intolerant speCies, to ensure complete 

nitrogenous mater increased nitrite and reduction in nitrification 

nitrate levels sensitive species 

3. Release of suspended sol id Increased turbidity Reduce Ensure adequate 

matter and reduce of light photosynthesis of dilution 

penetration submerged pants 

4. Deposition of organ ic Release of methane Loss of species Discharge where 

sledges in slower water and hydrogen as velocity adequate to 

sulphide matter prevented 

decomposes deposition 

Other poisons Change in water W~ter directly and Increase dilution 

. 1. Presence of poisonous quality acutely toxic to 

substances some organisms 

causing change In 

community 

compositions 

Source: M.A.M Mohammed (2002) after it is adapted from Haslam, 1995 P.23 
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From table above table we can understand that as a result of varied form and factors of 

pollution, the negative impacts of industries pollution transcends to the various ecological 

variables of the urban environment in Addis Ababa. For instance the presence of high 

degradable organ matters in the polluted water bodies of the rivers strongly damages the 

life and structure of some intolerant plant and insect species. 

Form the table above, there are numerous industrial waste effluent induced agents of 

environmental pollution that are harming the fauna an_d flora species of the water 

resources and disturbed the overall ecological system of such environmental media 

negatively. For instance, among the stated factors of water pollutants, the Degradable 

organic matters released from some industrial wastes pollutants, the Degradable organic 

matters release from some industrial wastes effects the biological oxygen Demand (BOD) 

of the water body. This is to say that high BOSD is caused by organic water pollutants 

that are oxidized by actually occurring micro-organisms. This biological oxygen demand 

removes dissolved oxygen from the water and can seriously damage some valuable 

river ine species which have adapted to the previous dissolved oxygen level. Low level of 

dissolved oxygen may enable disease causing pathogens to survive level. Low level of 

di sso lved oxygen may enable disease caus ing pathologies to survive longer in water. On 

the other hand the release of suspended sol ids from some industrial wastes as a polluting 

factors stated under No 3 of the table above causes environmental damage. These are 

small particles of non-organic non-toxic so lids suspended in waste water and will settle 

as sludge blankets in clan-water areas of streams and lakes. This can suffocate plant life 

and purifying microorganisms. The table also has indicated that there are differences 

mitigating measure of such environmental damage varied up 0 the nature of the pollutant 

factors. 94 

Therefore 111 order to effetely manage the negative impacts of industrial pollution in 

Addis Ababa, there must be an adoption of legal regulation that sets specific restrictions 

on discharging industrial releases, provide various enabling measures to reduce pollution, 

and clear compliance and enforcement mechanisms with det\lils on the type of offences 

and penalties for the offenders. 

94. Islam Faisal, Industria l pollution in Bangladesh (2004) (unpublished) - hup.w.w.word bank 
(ssen j an 8. 2008) pA 
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CHAPTERS; 

LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS IN THE REGULATION OF IP 

5.1 Review of the Draft IPPC regulations. 

As it is stated in the very outset of this study, there are no so far enacted industrial 

pollution regulations both at the federal and regional levels. Nevertheless, there are two 

draft industrial pollution regulations such as the federal draft for "industrial pollution 

preventions and control"(here in after IPPC)prepared by EPA and the second is the Addis 

Ababa city government" industrial pollution prevention and control regulation" (here in 

after AAIPPC)prepared by the AAEPA at regional level. 

5. 1.2 The Federal IPPC draft regulation 

From the analysis made on the background of this document, the preparation oflPPC had 

been started as one of the UNIDO/ESID project together with the federal EPA. After its 

final deliberation as a draft IPPC regulation by the federal EPA, it has undergone through 

a number of workshops, assessment of consultants and comments and suggestion at a 

national level. 

According to the background information extracted from a number of papers and reports 

made for its drafting process, the content of IPPC draft among many other inputs have 

considered the following important issues. 

• Consistency with the relevant laws and regulations in place or to be issued by 

EPA. 

• Consistency with the existing policy and legislative frameworks which are 

relevant for industrial pollution regulation. 

• In corporation of emerging principles values and available techniques for the 

management of industrial pollution.95 

95.Comments from the concerned government organs of both at the federal and regional level, industry representatives 

(public and private), NOO'S and individ~al experts and consultants in the field of environment. 
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5.1.2.1 Analysis on the structure and substances 

Structurally the draft IPPC is organized in to the following seven parts: 

I. Introduction 

2. Obligation to prevent and reduce environmental damages 

3. Requirements to prevent and reduce industrial pollution. 

4. Restrictions on discharging industrial releases 

5. Enabling measures to prevent or reduce industrial pollution 

6. Compliance and enforcement procedures and: 

7. Offences and penalties. 

According to its provision the scope of application for this regulation is limited to only 

the most polluting industries that shall be subsequently classified by the EPA. 961n other 

words this regulation is applicable on certain industrial release which is considered as a 

threat to the environment where that it attains over a certain standard level of emission. 

According to this document, such approach in the scope of application where it is 

confined only to the most polluting industries is believed. to be practical, cost effective 

and predictable to the Ethiopian cont~xt. 

Under the obligation to prevent and reduce environmental damages part of its provision, 

the regulation obligates industries to use the best available technologies (BAT) or when 

not practicable reduce the generation and discharge of industrial release. According to 

this regulation the use of the pollution regulating technologies or BAT has become a key 

provision in providing the basis for emissions limit values designated to prevent and 

where that is not poss ible to reduce industrial releases below the settled standard and its 

impact on the environment. In line with its provision for the adoption of BAT, the 

regulation also requires EPA to prepare further guidelines on the application of BAT for 

each category of industry subject to future amendments.97 . 

96. EPA, (draft ) " industrial pollution prevention and control" regulation (2005)EPA, arts (3,3,2) 

97. ld. Arts (8 .1,8.2) 
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Next to the above preventive and pollution reduction obligatory provisions of the draft 

IPPC are the provisions for setting standards and permits of industrial releases. 981n 

conformity with environmental pollution control proclamation No 300 of 2002, the 

regulation provides for the setting of industrial emission standards by EPA. Accordingly 

the mandate to prepare the draft standard to be attached as schedule of this document and 

which is subject to fut ure amendments is given to the federal EPA.99 However, by virtue 

of their respective power given under art 6.4 of environmental pollution control 

proclamation No 300 of 2002, regional states can have also more stringent emission 

standards than the federal standards of this regulation wh~never it deems it necessary to 

their regional specific conditions of the environment. 

Industrial release permits as under the provision of this regulation are one of the key 

industrial pollution prevention and control mechanisms. Accordingly, those industries 

which are going to be classified by EPA as the most polluting industries and subject to 

this regu lation are required to get industrial release permit from EPA/ REA before 

commencing their operations. lOo According to art.2.12 of the EPC proclamation 

provisions for responsibilities on environmental protection, the power to issue permits is 

given both to the federal EPA and REA in accordance with their respective area. In this 

respect, the regulation sets also an obligation up on both the federal EPA/REA to consult 

with the competent government agencies before the issuance of emission permits. lol 

98.ld. Arts (10,1 I) 

99.ld. Arts ( 10,2) 

100 .Id . Art( I 5): see also Ihallhe provision further 51aled different condit ions for the application for the 

application of this regulation in relation to the issuance of permission to the newly establishing 

industries and the existing ones (for existing industries the emission permit is asked up on 

negotialed agreemenls) 

101 .Id. Art ( I 12) 
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From the above approach of the draft for permitting procedure ,we can construed that the 

only competent institutions for the issuance of emission permits are the federal EPA and 

the REAs in their respective areas .Despite the presence· of other sect oral institutions 

under whom fall s the mandate of controll ing or inspecting of a certain media of the 

env ironment ,the denial of issuing industrial permit by separate competent government 

agencies other than this environmental agencies would avoid the fragmentation of 

regu lations and minimizes the cost for the management of different environmental 

pollution media (like water, air, so il etc) . 

Second to this is that the designation of the power for issuing permit to release in to the 

various med ia of pollution to on ly such specific institution under integrated approach 

wou ld enable the regu latory body to follow a comprehensive approach in the enforcement 

of industrial pollution regulations. Moreover, since the main concern of the federal EPA 

and the respective REA is environmental sustain ab ility; these institutions are believed to 

be environmentally more sensitive in the issuance of permits than other sect oral agencies 

whose concern is mainly of the development of resources in the area of their prior 

designations than protecting the environment. Furthermore, the fact that such an 

integrated approach of environmental management requires the application of preventive 

measures such as cleaner production methods and BAT, the establishment of an 

independent institutions responsible solely for environmental management measures is 

preferab le than the sect oral agencies .. 

In relation to the conflict of interest between EPA and other sect oral organs over the 

power to permit for waste releases ,inspecting, protecting and other related matters of IP 

regulation for certain environmental media, the overlapping power between EPA and the 

Ministry of water resource to set standards and the power. to permit discharge or release 

on water bodies is the best example. I02 In this situation, what if the ministry of water 

resources by virtue of its power under art II of proclamation No. 1970f 2000 also 

opposes the permitt ing power of EPA invoking to its legal mandate to issue permits for 

industrial releases in to water bodies.IO
) 

I02.id 

1 03. id .arts( 12·1 6) 
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In this regard, the designation of the ultimate power on the above issues of environmental 

regulation only to the respective competent environmental organ is therefore an important 

contribution of this draft IPPCregulation. 

The draft IPPC has also provided detail procedures of industrial release permits. Among 

the list of requirements and procedures, the requirement for the announcement of the 

intent of application through different media would give an opportunity for the people to 

exercise their right to be heard on environmental matters of planned developmental 

activities from the outset (i.e., during the app lication process). This is the constitutional 

right of the people enshrined under the 1995 FORE constitution and the prominent public 

participation area of the draft regulation .Furthermore, on one of its relevant provisions of 

the draft IPPC that is the power to review and decide up on permission applications, is 

given to the respective inspectors of the EPA. Nevertheless the ultimate power to permit 

or refuse permits rests up on the heads of the appropriate environmental organs of 

EPA/REA. 

With regards to the right of people in the industrial pollution regulation, the draft further 

requires the issuance of a procedure by the appropriate environmental authority for public 

comments against industries even that have been granted permits. 104 

The appeal procedure of grievances is one of the essential areas of the draft for further 

discussion. The draft document in one of its provision has provided two levels of 

procedures for any aggrieved applicant or third party who is not satisfied by the decision 

of the appropriate environmental authority in connection with his/her application for a 

permit or any other cases brought before the authority for its decision. Accordingly the 

first level of appeal is given to the review of heads. It has also provided the second level 

of appea l by the same applicant to have recourse to an "environmental tribunal" which 

. cognizant to the need for the consideration of the technical nature of administering 

environmental matters, is supposed to be .established by the subsequent law as the final 

decis ion maker. 105 

I04.id.an.(30) 

I05.ibid 

. , 
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According to the justification for the need for the setting of environmental tribunals given 

by the background analysis of the drafters, the administration of environmental matters, 

in addition to the legal knowledge, requires knowledge of technical issues in the field of 

environmental protection. Therefore, according to the drafters, disputes over 

environmental issues must be directed to the "environmental tribunal" consisting of 

independent and professional experts than ordinary courts. According to their further 

justification, they believe that such tribunal will also minimize the long adjournment that 

would have been taken by the ordinary courts for rendering final decisions over 

environmental cases brought before it. In other words, they believe that the fact that the 

tribunal members are expected to have an expertise knowledge in the field, setting of 

special environmental tribunal shall bring about speedy trial. 

However, this provision of the draft IPpe that is opting for the establishment of special 

adjudicating body on environmental matters shall constitute further debate on the overall 

legal systems of the country. The fact that, the 1995 FDRE constitution prohibits the 

estab li shment of special tribunals other than the ordinary court systems, the issue may 

raise a debate whether such proposal contravene the constitution or not. 

In relation to the enabling measures, the draft IPpe Under part five has introduced 

different incentive methods and systems that can prevent, reduce or recycle industrial 

wastes and the need for the establishment and administration of environmental fund by 

EPA. Nevertheless, in relation to the later point, the draft document is silent about the 

sources for such fund. 

In relation to the source for the suggest.ed environmental fund , the incorporation of the 

principle of "polluters pays" by the draft document would contribute a lot. This is 

because those industries who are sustaining industrial pollution are supposed to pay the 

cost to recover the environment that they have damaged due to the release of industrial 

waste di scharges over the standards set .The payment from such source is to be accounted 

fo~he would be established environmental fund . Howev,er, the otherwise argument of 

this question can also be that given the context for the need of high industrialization in 

Ethiopia, the application of such principle may not get strong political support and will 

from the government side. 
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Last but not least important point on the draft proclamation is the provision of transitional 

period and negotiated compliance agreement mechanisms for the existing industries. This 

is a differential treatment mechanism that enables the existing industries to comply with 

the applicable standards and for the adoption of best available technologies and other 

requirements provided in the regulations. This provides wide opportunity for the full 

enforcement of the regulation objectives. 

5.2 Review of the Addis Ababa Draft IPpe Regulation 

5.2.1Structure and Substance 

AAIPPC draft regu lation is divided in to eight parts. These are; the general provisions 

mainly for the definition of terms and the scope of application (part one): obligation to 

prevent environmental damage (part two): conditions to prevent/reduce pollution (part 

three): to prevent Ireduce pollution (part four and five) : compliance and enforcement 

(part six): offences and penalties (part seven) and miscellaneous provisions (part eight) . 

For the sake of simplicity the analysis on this draft document is organized based on the 

major legal issues of the regulation. Accordingly, the fol!owing issues of the provision 

are the themes selected for discussion: scope of application, adoption of best available 

techniques (BAT), standards, Permitting procedures, incentives and funds, inspection and 

transitional provision for the existing industries. 106 

I.Scope of Application:- Like the federal EPAPPCI draft regulation the intention of 

the AA IPPC draft regulation scope of application seems to be limited on the most 

polluted industries for which whose detail shall be determined by the consequent detail 

classification of the AAEPA. From the present draft provision on this part, the scope of 

application of the regulation encompasses any industries in the admimstration. However 

the drafts man sk ill of this provision doesn' t show the clear intention of the scope like 

that of the federal EPA draft. Nevertheless, it has also provided the need for subsequent 

r clusionary provisions of some industries from its scope of application. 107 

In consistence with the exclusive power of regional agencies (i .e. to set more stringent 

standards), the scope of application of the APPC draft se~ms wider than the federal 

scope. This can be seen through the reading of some of its strict provisions for the scope 

of application .For exaniple in relation to the enforcements of pollution reduction or 

106.AAEPA,Drafl industrial polluti on regulation and standards ,(2004)AddisAbaba 

107. id. 61 
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prevention measures , the regulation in its strict sense says that" the scope of the 

application of this regulation shall be on all types of vehicles found within the city 

council" . 

2. Adoption of best available techniques (BA T):-In accordance with the federal EPA 

draft IPPC relevant provision about the application of BAT, the AAPPC has also 

provided a provision that imposes an obligation for the application of BAT on the 

industries in Addis Ababa. Similarly, it also stipulates the need for the preparation of 

guidelines for each category of the industry subject to future amendment as it deems 

necessary by the authority. lOB 

3. The need for standards provision : the AAPPCC draft document under its relevant 

provision has also provided the need for setting standards and the enforcement of its 

compliance to industrial discharges and emissions into air, water and lands by the 

authority. 

4. Permitting Provisions: The AAIPPC regulation has also adopted an integrated 

pollution prevention and control approach similar to that of the federal EPA draft IPPC 

regu lation. Accordingly, it has claimed that permitting for industrial releases is the power 

of the authority. To comply with this mandate, the draft imposes an obligation up any 

other competent regional agencies to cooperate the authority in the process of preparation 

and issuance of the permit. The authority in this regulation has also set that the period for 

any permitting licenses shall not exceed to a maximum of five years. 109 

More over to comply with its obligation for public participation the regul ation has also 

provided mandatory provision for any applicant to notify the public about the intended 

development projects prior to the issuance permission through different Media. 

5. Appeal Procedures: The AAPPC document has also provided the appeal procedures for 

,the aggrieved applicant or third party. Accordingly, it has provided two tired procedures 

of wh ich the first level of appeal is for the head of the regional environmental authority 

(AAEPA). Whereas, if the said applicant is not satisfied with the decision of the head, 

He/she will have at second level of procedure the option to have resource to the regional 

environmental council which will be established by law in the feature within the period 

108 . id. 

109. id, 
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not exceeding to 30 days. By comparison, unlike to the federal draft, the ultimate power 

to decide on environmental issue in Addis Ababa is give~ to the environmental council 

than the proposed environmental tribunal ofIPPC. 110 

5.3The AAEP A Draft IP standards (Herein after IPSR) 

In accordance with the provisions of the federal EPC proclamation no. 300 of 2002, the 

AAPPC regulation No. 25 of 2007 and the draft AAIPPC regulation, the AAEPA has 

prepared a draft industrial discharges and emission standard for the various media of ~he 

environments. 

According to the background information on this draft standard, the final deliberation of 

this work is made by a team of professionals drawn from the various institutions and 

sectors organized under the responsibility of the Authorit)'. The team has confirmed that 

the basic source of this work is based on the analysis of the federal EPA draft IPPC 

regulation. 

In the course of adapting the Federal IPPC regulations into its work, the committee has 

also mentioned that in accordance with art 6 (4) of the EPC proclamation it has 

considered the possibility of setting more stringent environmental standards than those 

determined at the Federal level. Nonetheless, this is made possible on the ground of 

compatibility to the specific situations of Addis Ababa. In addition to this, it has also 

confirmed that in the course of accomplishing its work, the committee has applied some 

more scienti fic tools, gathered and analyzed relevant data in relation to industrial 

discharges and releases in Addis Ababa . 

. Furthermore, the basic environmental principles of the EPC proclamation No. 300 of 

2002 have also been incorporated in the preparation of standards. Accordingly, the 

"precautionary principles" and the "polluter pays principle" of this policy have been 

considered in the setting of IP prevention/reducing standard .. They were the main guiding 

Principles in the setting of appropriate industrial discharges and emission standards. 

110. id. 
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On the other hand, according to the same source, there were also some constraints with 

regard to the availability of information on the on the impacts of IP in Addis Ababa that 

is essential for the setting of standards of this draft documents. In relation to the later, 

the committee has forwarded the following reasons as the main factors that are attributing 

for the problem, these are: 

i) Absence of environmental quality data and information system 

ii) Lack of proper laboratories infrastructure. 

iii) Shortage of required expertise. I I I 

In relation to the challenges to the enforcement of IPSR, the draft document has provided a 

transitional solution to combat the problem of setting the standards up on the existing industries. 

Accordingly, the 5 years time framework is given to bring about the pollution standards of old 

industries compatible to that of the proposed standards of the IPSR. More over the mode of 

solutions proposed by the draft IPSR upon industries are; 

a) High technical solution scenarios, for those industries which have convincingly 

indicators for the convenience of the IPSR 

b) Negotiation plus agreed time framework, for those industries which may not be 

capable of fulfilling the IPSR 

c) Implement program for those industries which exceed the standards as indicted in 

the IPSR I12 

As a conc lusive remark on this work, despite the fact that evaluating the contents of the 

draft standards requires a technical skill in the field, based on the above analysis on the 

background information of this draft, it is possible to conclude that the authority has 

made a valuable contribution with detail analysis on both the state of industrial pollution 

in Addis Ababa and contents of the draft IPPC regulation and standards of the federal 

EPA. In this regard, the efforts made by the committee for the application of scientific 

tools and the use of relevant data by the concerned professionals of the team are a very 

remarkable work 

III. id. 

11 2. id. 
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However, the disguising phenomena with regards to the enforcement of this draft 

document are the slack behind the enactment of this document by the concerned city 

government. In this regard, according to the interview conducted with legal section head 

of the AAEPA, the failure towards the enactment of these draft standards is basically 

attributable to the top management of the authority. According to the interview conducted 

with the legal section representative of the AAEPA, since the authority had been busy in 

the work of organizational restructure under the guiding policy of BPR, the enactment of 

this document didn't get much attention. 11 3 

5.4 Evaluative account on the draft/endorsed regulatioqs 

While thi s thesis was getting its final print I have made a final visit to the federal EPA 

authorities to verify the update information on matters under the coverage of my research. 

Hence, I have known about the endorsement of the federal EPA industrial pollution and 

prevention regulation enacted as "Industrial pollution prevention council of ministers 

regulation no.-- /2008"( here in after IPRR). Though the endorsement of such regulation 

is well come to the field of my study, at this final step of my work, I have been forced to 

look back for some possible evaluative remarks up on it in light with the key legal 

provisions of the draft document that v:,as prepared by EPA and the evolving concepts in 

the field of environmental protection. 

As it attached with an appendix of this thesis, the entire content of the newly endorsed 

IPPR is organized under 15 major articles. Though the content of the latter doesn't vary 

much from the proposals of the draft IPPC, it is more precise as compared to the 40 

articles of the draft which has served as a parent material for the final deliberation of this 

regulation. 

11 3. Interv iew conducted with the capital A.A EPA legal section h.ead July 1,2009 
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The scope of application of the IPRR is confined to these factories listed in a directive 

issued under these regulations or who has been notified by the competent environmental 

organ to take an appropriate measures to prevent! reduce IP even though are not in the 

category for strict observance. 

In comparison with the contents of the draft IPpe, the endorsed document is silent about 

li sting the specific measures under the provision of the obligation to take appropriate IP 

preventive or reduction measures. In thi s regard, the draft IPpe has mentioned the need 

for the adoption and use of BAT, conducting internal environmental management system 

and other specific provisions for the obligation to take appropriate IP prevention or 

reduction measures. From this approach it seems that the provisions of the IPPR for the 

obligation towards the application of specific IP prevention reduction measure are more 

line ant than the same provision of its draft documents. 

On the other hand, unlike the draft IPpe, the strategy" of IPPR for IP measures is 

man ifested over its provision for licens ing. Under art 6 of its licensing procedure, the 

respect ive competent environmental organ is responsible for licensing and is also under 

obligat ion to verify whether a certain factory's affluent is pollutant or is within the limit 

of the standards before its issuance of a license. 

By virtue the duty and responsibility legislations of the various sector organs, the power 

to issue environmental permits in addition to EPA or the REA is given also to some 

ministries in their respective area of competence. In relation to this situation, as it is 

discussed under one of the topics above in this study ,there had been a conflict of interest 

between the competent environmental organs and other organs over the issue of where 

the ultimate power for environmental permits shall rest. In" this respect, the new endorsed 

IPRR unli ke to its draft IPpe did not provided a solution for this problem. It is therefore 

still remain to be a legal gap towards the enforcement of IP regulations. 
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On another point of comparison, the appeal procedures for environmental grievances 

under the new endorsed IPRR are quite different from the intended procedures of the 

same issue under the draft IPPC. According to the intention of the later draft in 

cons ideration of the need to have environmental skills that are to be essential for passing 

decisions over issues of the environment, it has proposed for the formation of im 

environmental tribunal than ordinary courts. However, the endorsed IPPR did not 

stipulate anything about the ultimate power of decision for public grievance aroused 

against the decision of the head of the competent environmental organs. 

On the other hand ,ccording to the interview conducted with one of the AAEPA senior 

expert and coordinator for environmental awareness and inspection, in spite of the 

absence of detail enacted legal enforcement instruments such as IP standards and IPPC 

regulations, the authority is currently working on pollution awareness and prevention or 

reduction issues with the industries. In this regard, since the main source of IP problems 

are mainly attached with the old industries of which did not pass under EIA process in the 

time of their estab lishment, the authority is working to introduce tools of improvements 

in their production process and waste discharges through awareness and negotiation 

process. In thi s respectsome old industries of the city government have started to make 

environmental audits, environmental management system.on voluntary bases. The same 

sources have also confirmed that the authority is conducting continues monitoring and 

evaluation work to some of the major pollution industries through negotiations. 

Moreover according to the interviewee, the main technical problems in relation to IP 

problems of industries in Addis Ababa are the inefficiency in processing of raw materials 

,in industrial production system. As a result of this, most industries of especially the old 

ones, do not recycle or reuse the byproducts of the raw materials inputs. According to 

him this is one of the sources of IP problem. 

Last but not list is the issue over the provisions of environmental incentive and the need 

for securing enviromerital clearance funds. Though the ·draft document has provided 

relevant provisions for industri al pollution prevention/reduction incentive mechanism 
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including the establishment of an environmental fund, the endorsed regulation didn't 

mention anything about it. In relation to this, though it was not possible to confirm from 

the mouth of the hourse(i.e. council of ministers)from the information that I have got 

from some concerned staff of the authority informally, the legislative intent or reason of 

the council of minister's for looking over of this issue is for the sake of avoiding 

fragmented systems of incentives into the various sectors. However, this may entail slack 

on the enforcement of local industrial pollution regulations. 

5.5 Legal and institutional gaps 

As thoroughly discussed under chapter 3 of this paper, there is sufficient but broad legal 

framework for the regulation of environmental problems at large. Accordingly, in line 

with the general duties and responsibilities entrusted with them, thefederal environmental 

protection authority and the respective regional environl!1ental organs are undertaking 

various activities on matters of environmental protection. 

It is al so encouraging that currently there are different national as well as regional 

environmental related legislations for the various sector ministries and competent 

environmental organs of the country. The presence of these enactments enhances the 

environmental protection work of both federal and regional mandates. The task of the 

authority and the respective regional agencies is also being enhanced by the issuance of 

further legislation in other fields related to environmental protection in some ways .. 

Among these national legislations are namely the EPA establishing proclamation no. 295 

of 2002, the environmental impact assessment proclamation No. 300 of 2002 (EPC) and 

the regional enactments followed this legislation. These are more specific and relevant 

legal framework for environmental pollution management in general and are also the 

'profound legal basis for the regulation of environmental pollution from the sector 

industrial pollution prevention and controlling perspective. 

However, despite the presence of the general policies and legal framework for 

environmental protection, there is not yet enacted sector specific environmental pollution 

regulation such as " industrial pollution prevention and control regulation" in Ethiopia and 

mainly of Addis Ababa. Wh~reas Addis Ababa is the center of major industrial 

establi shments and also a center of threat of pollution from industrial discharges and \ 
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emission sources ,the adversarial impacts of indusrial pollution attributed to the absence 

of spec ifi c regulations essential for the enforcement of local standards and various IP 

prevention and reduction measures is a disguising phenomena 

The absence of specific rules and regulation for setting standards, permitting 

requirements, di scharge limits, clearly defined offenses and penalties to the offenders and 

lack of effecti ve judicial enforcement mechanisms of ind.ustrial pollution is therefore a 

major legal drawback to regulate industrial pollution in Addis Ababa. 

Moreover, according to the interview conducted with one of the senior experts in 

AAEPA, the federal EPA is not as such supportive beyond consultations. In fact The 

resources and skilled manpower's that are required for enforcing the AA environmental 

pollution matters is solely rests up on the mandate of the city government. However the 

AAEPA the institutional capacity to effectively implement the responsibilities that it has 

entrusted with it. It has no advanced laboratory equipments and the technical capacity to 

identi fy the specific industrial establishment 

Nevertheless ,the effective enforcement of environmental protection measures be it the 

industrial discharges and emission standards, IP rules and regulations is made possible 

on ly where there is an effective institutional set up. In relation to this, the Ethiopian 

government in line with the environmental policies and strategies has also enacted laws 

for the setting of environmental institution under its environmental protection organ 

establi sh ing proclamations aimed at the implementation of environmental objectives and 

strategies. 

EPA proclamation no.9 of 1997 was the first proclamation for the setting of competent 

environmental institution at the federal level. However, incognizant to the need for 

.. strengthening the institutional structure and capacity of the authority compatible to the 

emerging environmental impacts of development activities, the authority is also 

reestabli shed by proclamation no.295 of 2002 at the federal level. 

By virtue of the above proclamation , the regional state gov.ernments are also entitled to 

organi ze their own environmental protection organs in their respective regions. 

Accord ingly, the AAEPA is the competent institution responsible for the enforcement of 
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environmental policies and objectives for its respective city state governments of Addis 

Ababa, 

According to the background information of the IPRR and the interviewee conducted 

with one of the senior experts of the AAEPA, the following are the main institutional 

problems of the authority in the regulation oflP;-

I. Absence of environmental quality data 

2 .Iack of proper laboratory 

3. Shortage of skilled manpower 

4. Absence of an organized legal department necessary for legal enforcements. 

Conclusion 

It has been said that within the framework of the principle of sustainable development of 

the country, there are so far sign ificant framework of policies and legislations that are 

relevant for the regulation of environmental pollution in Ethiopia. Given the fact that 

environmental protection is becoming the prior task of any responsible governments that 

requires a multifaceted effort touching to any sect oral and cross sect oral policy issue, 

the efforts so far made by the Ethiopian government in the setting of general frame works 

for environmental protection issues is encouraging .. In this regard the adoption of the 

Ethiopia environmental protection policy which encompasses the various policy issues in 

its document and the other consequent legislations are the novel works of the Ethiopian 

government taken to execute the des igned national objectives at the versions economic 

sectors. 

However, the mere presence of legislations would not ultimately result the desired 

objective of environmental protection unless it is supported by the consequent subsidiary 

laws of enforcement mechanisms such as specific regulating, standards and guide lines to 

the various sect oral issues environmental protection. 

Similarly, the industry sector being one of the vital sect oral policy area of intervention 

for environmental protection needs to have a specific regulatory, controlling and standard 

sett ing subordinate laws and an efficient enforcement institution that could protect the 

urban environment of Addis Ababa from industrial pollution hazards. 
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Hence, from the above legal and institutional analysis, we can conclude that the AAEPA 

has no detail legal regulations, standards and institutional capacity to regulate the 

problems of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

1. Conclusion. 

At the closure of thi s research given the available information about the legal problems in 

the regulation of IP in Addis Ababa ,this study has confirmed that there is an institutional 

and legal gape for the regulation of industrial Pollution in Addis Ababa. 

No matter how an intensive study of impact of industrial pollution on the Addis Ababa 

urban environment is not taken, it is evident from the case studies taken so far that on 

some rivers like Akaki, there is an appalling condition of air, water, soil pollution casing 

serious damage to human and animal health, flora, fauna, water bodies and the associated 

negative soc io-economic impacts. Especially in the major river basin areas of Addis 

Ababa where the major industries of the city are concentrated, industries are found to be 

the major point sources that contributes significant amount of pollution in to the water 

bodies of the rivers. On the other hand, from the analysis of the relevant policy and 

legislative frame work for environmental protection in general and [PPC in particular of 

this study, it is possib le to conclude that Ethiopia has established important mile stones 

towards the implementation of environmental policies and legislative end objectives. 

However, due to the absence of clear and specific regulations, standards and out lines to 

the sect oral issues of environmental protection and the accompanying institutional in 

capacity for the enforcement of these regulation ,there is a gap between the policy 

intention and its actual implementation on the ground of particular environmental 

pollution source and recipient media. As a result of this, the sector specific desired goals 

of env ironmental protection like regulating industrial pollution in Addis Ababa is far 

from being realized . 

;This is mainly attributed by 

• The presence of high governmental aspiration for industrial development than its 

adversarial impact on urban environment. 

• The reluctance by the government to take an ' immediate environmental 

enforcement measure required beyond the legislatiQrl of general laws. 

• Slaw and weak institutio nal capacity to initiate and prepare detailed regulations 

for industrial pollution both at national and city state government level. 160 
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• Absence of effective sect oral environmental sub units both at the federal and 

REA 

• Lack of adequate infrastructure and skilled man power both at the federal EPA 

and REA institutions. 

• Overlooking the health and environmental damages of the industrial pollution 

sustained on the urban environment of Addis Ababa by the concerned organs. 

• The reluctances of the executive body to initiate the legislative organ to endorse 

the avail ab le draft regulations prepared by the competent agencies both at the 

federal and regional (city government) level 

• Absence of environmental sub units in many of the relevant federal sector 

institutions. 

• Lack of sign i ficant societal awareness about tbe environmental impacts of 

developmental activities manly of industries. 

• By contrast to the draft regulation, the endorsed industrial pollution regulation 

omits the obligat ion for the application of BAT, environmental clearance and 

interna l environmental management system. In this regard, the approach of the 

endorsed IPPR is less attentive to the precautionary measures than those proposed 

by the intended draft document of both the IPPC and AAIPPC. This implies that 

the strategy of the new endorsed regulation for environmental protection as 

reflected up on the above approach is mainly on the licensing role of the 

competent env ironmental organs than the responsibilities of the industries to play 

preventive/reduction role ofIP. 
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2. Recommendations:-

Taking in to consideration the key legal and institutional problems out lined above.to 

regulate industrial pollution in Addis Ababa in the conclusion. the following 

recommendations are made. 

• Tailor - made emission standards. discharge limits and enforceable 

regulations are necessary to protect the urban"environment of Addis Ababa 

from industrial pollution. 

• Urgent approval and enforcement of the Addis Ababa industrial pollution 

prevention and reduction regulations. 

• Institutional set up of the Addis Ababa industrial pollution prevention and 

control regulatory body. 

• Revise the new endorsed IPPCR in light of the concept of sustainable 

development and the evolving legal principles and conceptual tools for the 

regulation of industrial pollution. 

• In cognizant to the Ethiopian context of small industrial base and the 

commonly accepted cost effectiveness principle of "prcvention than cure" • 

the focus fo r the regulation of industrial pollution in Ethiopia should be geared 

towards precautionary measures than end of pipe management. 

• To cope with and benefit most out of the evolving legal principles and 

conceptual tools that are relevant in the Ethiopian context for regulating JP. 

the concerned environmental protection organs should work efficiently. 

persistently and insistently on updating the existing and introducing the new 

once. 
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Counci l of Ministers Regulations No . .... ... .. .12008 

COUNCIL OF MINISTERS REGULATIONS TO PROVIDE FOR 
THE PREVENTION OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION 

These Regulations are issued by the Council of Ministers pursuant to Article 5 of the 
Definition of Powers and Duties of the Executive Organs of the Federa l Democratic 

. Republ ic of Ethiopia Proclamation No.471/2005 and Artic le 20 of the Environmental 
Pollut ion Control Proclamat ion No.300/2002. 

I. Short Title 

These Regulations may be cited as the "Industrial Pollution Prevention Council of 
Ministers Regul ati ons No. ----------- 12008". 

2. Definitions 

In these Regulations unless the context otherwise requires: 

11 "competent licensing agency" means any federal or regional government 
organ empowered by law to issue business license; 

21 "competent environmental organ" means any federal or regional 
environmental protection agency; 

31 "Authorit y" means the Environmental Protection Authority establ ished 
pursuant to Proclamat ion No. 295/2002; 

41 "region" means any region referred to in Article 47 of the Constitution of 
the Federa l Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and includes the Add is 
Ababa and Dire Dawa city admin istrations; 

51 "existing factory" means a factory that is under operation or a project with 
respect of which an application to obtain a license to establish a factory 
has been submitted before or on the date of entry into force of these 
Regulations; 

61 " person" means a natural or juridical person; 

71 "pollution" means any cond iti on which is hazardous or potentiall y 
hazardous to human health, safety or welfare or to li vi ng things created by 
altering any physical, radioactive, thermal, chemical, biological or other 
property of any part of the environment in contravention of any condit ion, 
lim itation or restriction made under these Regulations, the relevant 
environmental standard or under any other relevant law; 

81 any expression in the masculine gender includes the feminine. 
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3. Sco pc of Application 

The provisions of these Regulations shall apply to a f'!.Story which is in an 
industrial sector listed in a directive issued under these Regulations or has been 
notified by the competent environi"ental organ in accordance -with sub-artic le (5) 
of Art icle 4 of these Regulations, until it ceases to operate or until such add itiona l 
time as has been determined by the competent environmental organ. 

4. GcneralObligations 

II A factory subject to these Regulations shall prevent or, if that is not 
possible, shall minimize the generation of every pollutant to an amount not 
exceeding the limit set by the relevant env ironmental standard and di spose 
of it in an environmentall y sou nd manner. 

2/ Any factory shall have the obligation to handle equipment, inputs and 
products in a manner that prevents damage to the environment and to 
human and animal health. 

31 Any factory shall notify the competent environmental organ any 
dangerous pollutant, input or product under its possession. 

4/ If any factory loses a dangerous pollutant, input or product it shall 
immediately notify the competent environmental organ. 

5/ Even if a factory is not subject to the provisions of theses Regulations, the 
competent environmental organ may require it to take appropriate 
measures in order to eliminate any ri sk that might emanate from its 
operation. 

61 The competent environmental organ shall issue a written order to a factory 
that it believes will entail substantial damage by transgressing the limit set 
by the environmental standard to take measures to remove the risk. 

5. Licensing 

The competent licensing agency can grant a license to a factory after verifying 
that the effl uent is not a pollutant or will not exceed the limit set under the 
relevant envi ronmental standard and it will not entai l damage if released into the 
environment. 

6. Varying Licensing Requirements 

1/ The competent environmental organ may order a variation of the 
condi tions of a license that has been granted whenever: 

a) the factory introduces change 111 its operational technique or 
undertakes an expansion; 
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b) the factory does not commence its operations within the set timc 
limit; or 

c) an unforeseen fact of serious implication is realized. 

2/ Any order issued pursuant to sub-article ( I) of thi s Articl e shall state the 
reason fo r the issuance of the order and the time limit within which it shall 
be implemented. 

3/ The owner or legal representati ve of any factory who challenges the 
appropriateness of the order issued pursuant to sub-article (2) of thi s 
Article may, within 30 days from receipt of the order, submit a written 
co mplaint to the competent environmenta l organ. 

4/ The com petent env ironmental organ shall, within 30 days, issue its 
decis ion on the complaint submitted to it in accordance with sub-article 
(3) of thi s Al1icle . 

7. Suspens ion or Cancellation of License 

,! 8. 
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1/ The competent environmental organ shall suspend or cance l the license of 
a factory whenever it finds out that the conditions of the li cense set in 
acco rdance with these Regulati ons have not been complied wi th. 

2/ The competent environmental organ shall, despite the factory's 
observance of the requirements set under the provisions of these 
Regulations, suspend or cancel a license if it has reason to believe that the 
con tinuation in operation of the factory may entail serious pollution. 

3/ The competent environmental organ shall , when it decides to suspend or 
cancel a license in accordance with sub-art icles (I) or (2) of this Article, 
noti fy the competent licensing agency its reason and the time when it shall 
be imp lemented . The licensing agency shall ensure the enforcement of the 
decision accordingly. 

4/ The owner or legal representative of any factory who challenges the 
appropri ateness of the decision issued pursuant to su b-article (3) of this 
AnicIc may, within 30 days from receipt of the decision, submit a written 
compla int to the competent environmental organ. 

5/ With in 30 working days from the date of receipt of any challenge 
submitted to it in accordance with sub-article . (4) of this Article, the 
competent environmental organ shall amend, cancel or upho ld its decision . 

Emergency Response SYs tem 

1/ Any factory subject to the prov isions of these Regulations shall prepare 
and implement an eme rgency response system. 
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2/ Thc cmerge ncy response systcm prcpared pursuant to sub-arti cle (I) or 
this Art icle shall be notified to the competent env ironme ntal organ by the 
factory. 

9. Monitoring of Env ironmcntal Safctv 

1/ A factory subject to the provi sions of these Regulations shall, with a view 
to ensuring it s comp li ance with these Regulations, prepare and implement 
its own internal environmental monitoring system. 

2/ The competent environmental organ may, if it deems it necessary, app ly 
the provisions of sub-article ( I) of this Article even if the industrial secto r 
of the factory is not li sted in a directive issued pursuant to Article 3 of 
theses Regulations. 

Public Complaints 

1/ The competent environmental organ shall prepare a mechanism to respo nd 
to any person who complains concerning pollution without requiring him 
to prove vested interest. " 

2/ The co mpetent environmenta l organ to which a complaint on pollution has 
been submitted shall investigate the case and take measures and notify to 
the complainant within ~days. 

3/ Any person di ssati sfied by the measure taken in accordance with sub
article (2) of th is Article may submit a grievance notice to the head of the 
competent environmental organ in writing within 30 days of the issuance 
of the decision. The head of the competent environmental organ shall issue 
his dec ision within 30 days following the receipt of the grievance noti ce. . ,,,VI 
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11. Information on Pollution Management 

\/ Any factory subject to these Regulations shall keep written information 
desc ri bing the equipment and input it has used, the product -It ' has 
produced , the pollutant it has generated, and the disposal mechanisms it 
has used to dispose of the pollutant and other related matters. 

2/ Every facto ry sha ll submit to the competent environmental organ an 
annual report describing hDW it is complying with the pro~isions of these 
Regu lations. 

3/ The Authority shall issue a report on the amount, source, movement and -
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12, Exist ing Factories 

I I An existing factory that is in an industrial sector listed in a directive issued 
under these Regulations shall, wi thin a maximum of 5 yea'20 fully comply 
with the provisions of these RegulatIOns, 

21 Every existing factory that is in an industrial sector subject to these 
regulatio ns shall, with a view to complying with these Regulat ions, 
undertake environmental audit, and prepare and implement an 
environmenlar ma'nagement.p)an. 

31 The competent environmental organ shall, if it is not possib le to avoid the 
adverse impacts li kely to emanate from the operation of the fac tory within 
the time limit specified in sub·arti cle ( I) of this Article, take any measure 
it deems appropriate .to avo~d the adverse i .lll)Jacts. The ctecision Ii1iiy 
iiTclUcle either the reloCation or closureofthe factory , 

T 

13, ,Jurisdiction 

15, 

I I It shall be the responsibility of the Authori ty to enforce these Regulations 
with respect to a factory li censed by the Federal Government. 

21 It shal l be the responsibili ty of the regional competent environmental 
organ to enfo rce these Regulations with respect to a factory li censed by a 
regio nal government. 

Penalties 

The provisions of t~riminal Cod',:'on environmental pollution shall apply for 
the enforcement of these- RegulatIOns. 

Effcctive Datc 

These Regulat ions shall come into force as .of- the date of their publication in the 
Federa l Negarit Gazeta. 

Done at Addis Ababa, this ............. day of ............ , 2008. 

MELES ZENA WI 

PRIME MINISTER OF THE FEDERAL DEMOCRATIC · 
REPUBLIC OF ETHIOP IA 
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Questions for interview 

Name of the interviewee __________ _ 

Position ___________ _ 

Questions on the impacts 0 industrial pollution, the legal and institutional gaps in 

regul ation industrial pollution in Addis Ababa 

I. How do you describe the problem of industrial pollution in Addis Ababa? 

2. What do you think are the majo :zonless of pollution in Addis Ababa? 

3. What do you think are the major p~loting industries in Addis Ababa? 

4. Do you have IP regulations for your respectiv~e~? (enacted (draft) 

5. If your answer for the above question is yes, what do you think are the major 

differences from arc federal draft {enacted laws? 

6. Have you participated in the drafting process of IP regulation prepared by the 

federal EPA? If yes what was your contribution? 

7. Do you think that the existing legal and institutional capacities are sufficient for 

the regul ation IP in Addis Ababa? 
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Oo/'OJO't '1.tb OJ·fl1' ttuoo/'''}OC Y</>Y, ~,,}Y,lf~: "'1uoAh;J:OJ· OH.U .0 ·0 

OJ·fl1' r,"m,,,o"r'} N .... '1. V·'t,;r?,:}"· 1''''1..rcry .... o·i, '} TC'''}t·9'' "'1l-J""i 

MO'r: : 

12. O"'1l1DAhffD'f ... ,1'. 1''''l.Y.l''l ,,}9"7"'1<; I''''l.o'l' OJ·"''t, 

1. I] ttp' A fT] 'I' I' &.:P 5': "'1 uo A hf I'L <f'C lItt:'" M &.ft '1. OJ· '} 9" C ov t· 7, <; "'1 fT] 6.1' 

0"'1l-J'['.~ O~,uoAl-Jr. NlO':"''} "'1<;:fOJ''}9'' uol'P.?,:)'· OJ,e?" o'l fl. l 

I'o/' ",.tt· uolf<;:fOJ·'} 7,<; ')' l1l1tt '1 'I ;r:fOJ' '}: 7, '}P,.v·?U m,uoAf]'T: r"'lo·l 



"'l'1~(j).9" f"flM:/, ooMh,l' (j).e9". OO,"'I·ti 7,C9"P.fO··j'· -'·'?Cll,·'e II .U"I · 

f',fln··I1· ooLf'I~(j)·'} "'ll. ;111' Mfl')' :: 

2. ClIIPAfTJ'l' Ml,!.t\1.(j)·'} f"I11'1'C '1.'1 f''''lnlt,l' 7,C9"P.fO:]~,} 7, '}.'l.,I'l-j'I,~ . 

. ".y, fTJ fTJ t fO f · '} .eou g: Cl A: : 

3. I\<I:1'1'C'1 "'lfTJt·:/, f'1'oo.C,fl -/'of'fTJfTJt ,':1'1'<;' '} l-jl-j'L.c' flj. 1\ l."::" t. .:J'.c" 

,I'1i.:Jp.A : >dle'9" ('lII"'l.oollh -hD· ~,. ,}P'.fl+t : I" ~,l-jCl(]. 1'fl:J' V"I,?': 

m,l-jClfL(j)' I\.e II.,C,Cfl f''''l. :]~II(j)·'} 1't'J{j'j': fl,!.:J'P'. (j)·fl1' f''''l.?'hll+ 

f'(j)';J~' oom'} (j){]'} hr'l.·f.'.f- f''''l.e?'hll' hLf'I: h'itl.u 7,o.·I~'.f- M"'i 

7, '}P,&. '11m 9"11,} ,I'-f.~,} f''''l. '1At'J "'lfl :J'(j)i'i f''''l.,r·"c 11 .eLf'1 A: : 

4, .".y,nlfTJt(j)· I"&.:J' ,C,' "'looAh;J'(j)' -""'Clf!,'I:" 7, '}~.e'j'l.m' I" (j)'<'I'I, '1<'I'n 

f''''l.,I'of'Cl1 hLf'/ 9"11,} ,I"f.~,} oo,? 1\'1, .e';, Cfl:J'A: : 

5. ClIIPAfTJ'/·: flmS 7,'1 m,l-jClfL I\.e '1 ·Au ~1I'I':J''P. " ' 7.'{j'j' 11.6.1'<;' f''''l.'·]"-II · 

h. '}P,.flo}'tfO··j','} flof' oollh1' f't.:J''c'' "'loo A h;J'fO:]'· m.e9" t.:J'.'!: 7,'}·'l.O1' 

'/<'111 f'of'omCl~(j)· l.·H t.:J>f'.'f I\.e fh'l1·fl '/<'I·fl h'}.'to1'Cl~(j)· 1I"'lf!.:l.'? 

Mt.I\1. f'Lf'd''} 7,C9"}jfOf' V·fl· oo(j)·o.c'· Mflo}':: 

6. ClflpAfTJ'/· f'(j).<'I'I, '/<'111 f'i'omfl'r'} l..t:.} t.:J'.c'· 7,'1 flr),'l111 f""om'} 

"'l'1~(j). ,}9" M l' ,1'1" + h1""flfl flj. 1\ '? J.'a:J' fO';j·'} fl"'lMoo1' m.e9" 

ClII"'lfl'/'oo1' t.:J>.'\. '} 11.01' m.e9" lI,hlll1A .e~~I\A:: 

7. ntl.U ~',} 'I't'J ouWl.+ f''''l.'c'l.'1' '?9"'1"'lfO:]": f'of' 'c'l.'1· "'lfTJt··y:·]'- 7,<; 

(j)' <'1 '~fO:j', "'loo A h;J'(j)· flo/'l.fl flM<'I '/''1 -), (j)·fl1' M,ooA l-j:/i fl7.' U·<): 

7,'}P'.'1I17.'II+ .e.c'l.;JA:: 

8. 1"1\4' f'u'l111 1':"9" oumfl:" M&.I\1. o.Lf,} ClflPAfTJ'/· M'(j)o'/ 1.tl. 

f'h, '}.'\.flo},t (j)';J~''} fl1'oollh-" oohnC ,I'IICl~m·'} ~,'}P''}.c'' ·'·/.M. 

V" ~:J'fO:r, "'l,}<'1+ .e~~I\A:: 

9 . .eu'}'} .011 fl"'lfl/..fJ9" fl1'om /..:J''c'' ooWl.+ f""h'1 (j)'/ U'1'1~(j)'9" 

f''?,}Cl:J' (j).e9" f''''li'ii'iA Pt, o.m'1·":": ClIIPAfTJ'/' fI'!.:J' ~. m'fl1' 

N',,'oum+ 1'6.1\1. V·'b:J'fO'f flh1';JfL oo'}'1.~ oo"J.I\:J'~m·'} 1I"'ll.;111' 

h. ,}P"fl+t(j)' o/.1'1'C h'}.'\..c'l.'?fl-r 11.,1''11 .ef'I\A:: 

13. f't.:J>Y: 1'&.1\1. u·'I,:J'fO':j·'} (]floofl(j)1' 

1. ~,'},C,' ~l. '}P,.fl -),t fI"'l.,I'4'Cflm· 1',1'.,: oowd': ~l. ,}P'.fl+t(j)· f'~\l7ot,d' 

tl1'I.11 m.e9" til"" IIfl;lt fl(j)·1' fI"'l.l': l. 'I' 9"11,} ,1'-)' flt.:J>.'\. (j)·fl1' I" -,·m·f>()· 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 



V· i.;r fD ':;. 00 t\ (J) 'l' M II :f 'I' t:\ I' "'l. t:\ 'I <'l "'1:~ "'11lLP. !-J 7 "; II t\ P' NIl'J . 

I' t.:I'P,. '} V·'b;r fD":;· l\.t\(J)''l' ,e:r'I'\t:\: : 

2. llt\P't:\fTj~· r":.:I'p'.'} "''':.1'\'1. V·'J,;J' fD l' nt·n· h'J<'l'Ii'd' t\.t\(J)' 'l' I' "'Z:rt\Ol' 

n"'l.h " ,t\.:" V· 'J,;r fDi·· 'J(J). ; 

V) llt:\;rl'ln' V·'[.;rfD1· oohM' 9"lny')' h,'tll n. '}p,.Il:"t 0l';J;( 

.£.LP.fD1·'} "'1!-J.1+ Mt.l'\'l. hlf'J: 

t\) rh!-Jlln. V·'[.;rfDi: Nt\(J)m' hlf'J·: 

nl) r,/'j'ii"it\· rl'\"~ 1"/;11'1.11 ~1"'1t·r.'"· :r'} nP't· I'\,e "'1'1't:\ M.<.I'\'I. hlf'J : 

3. ntLu ~1,}"'7\ '}O·1l ~1,}"'7\ (2) oo!JJI. ')' llt\P't:\fTj~ · r'<.:I'p,.,} " ' &.1'\7. ' 

V·'[.;J' fD:)·· t\l7Dt\Ol'l' r"'l.(J)Il'} hlf'/: t\Ol'm' r"'Z .. I'.I.'?n·)·'} 9"h '}Y:,' nO'/ht:\ 

M,.,}P,.Il ,), t(J)· rt\(J)''l' "'11l;r(J)·t:Y ~Ir, t\(J)·m·9" hoo:ri ~ 9nc' .,' &.'1 "'Z.'I')' 

h '}.I'. "'l. 'l1.(J)' oo"} t\7\ Mnr:: t\(J)·m· .,' ,t'1"'l. r"'Z.lf'}n:,' 7.11. "'11l ;J' OH:Y(J)' 

h1'nmn')' ·n ~I,}M' hM<'l ."r"". Y'ln oolf'} rt\n:,' ?" :: 

4. r6.:/'~ V·'b;rfDi: c'Lt\(J)m' tbt\~'f 1',".£.1.7' t\(J).(Tl:): ~1'} .I'."'mn ·h If'l(J)· 

r.£.'}n· ~1,}"'7\ 12(1):(2)'(3):~Ir, (4) N.'1"'l.'J."f' ,l'.';'t,;f'l't:\:: 

14. h . '}~Il ,"'t (J)';J J>:. &.:/' J':,} "'17 J': (J),e?" oonl.l1 

1. "'1r,:f(J)'9" h. '}P,.llrt r..:.:/'~ '} '1''':.1'\'1. V"J,;r fD1' Mhn1.9" 1l~ llt\p't:\nt'J . 

n.f9"'}: ,eUTJ' ":.:I'.fl: "'17.1'.' Ol,e?" oonl.l1 ,ei"I'\t:\:: 

2. llt\P' t:\ fTj~. ":.:1' p,. '} t\"'17 J': (J),e?" t\oonl.l1 r"'l.(J)1l '} hlf'J ":. :J>P, . 

I' "'l. ;r7 .1'.' n·'" '} (J),e?" r"'l. nl.l1n r '} ?" h '} ,1'.". noo tlCtlC' ~I '}.tw·?" .e U'} 

h.e'rh ~17 P, (J),e?" Ill.l1 hoo;ri 'I''} ~9"C' '1',1. '1"'l. '1')' ~I '}.I'. "'Z.';' 1.0l· 

t\h. '}.t~.Il ,"'t(J)· llt\fl, r (J),e?" Ilt·(J)· '} t\"'Z.n·I'<'l :/'O(J)' n(J)' "'11l m ,}'I"t:,I' 

oollm')' Mn')' :: nt\", V·'[.;r !-Jt:\ 'I'7t'\fJ nll.," I'C: I' ":.:I' p,. ~17P, (J),e9" Ill.ll 

,"..:. '1"'l. r"'l.lf'}n'''' 7.t\, : "'1llm'}'I"t:,I' h·I'nmn."f' 'I''} ~9"C' hM<'l '1'(;:" 

nl'\,e 'I,elf'}?,,: : 

3. 6.:I'P,· '} n"'1'1P', V'.r : t'I,t\~1' 1"1''£'1.'1' t\(J).(Tl:)'. ~1'}.I'. ·"mn-r: If'w)' r.l'.·w· 

~1,} 'f'7\ I 2(I):(2) : (3):~Ir, (4) N.'1"'l.~."f' ,ec;'..:.:f'l't:\ :: 

15. ,e ,,}ll~ 

1. ntLu .1'.,}1l oo!JJI.·'" n1'nm(J)' (J)Nl, :"C r."n7 ,e,,}ll~ ll,e (J).<'l'J,(J) ' 

h1'nmnr .f',} ~I'}M· nM<'l ."r,r (J)·Il'l' t\llt\P't:\fTj'J' rnl'\,e ~I'\'{' ,e"}I]"i 

"'1 t\ .). .e 'f <'l t:\ : : 



'. \ 
\ 

2. ntt.u >"",7\' lMl ~""'7\' (1) oowtA' I'flt'\p'AfTj'/· I'WI.e ;:''';'. nf'lmOJ' 

m·""/, 'rC l'i'f'l7 .e"JfI~ fI.e m·""/, hi'f'lm n')' "'1 l':9"C' nM'" .,.r,.), Ol-lYI' 

m5!.6.'}· nrh"} t'\"'LoJ:oJ:aom· 1'~,l"Jfln. ii,? .e"}fI'~ "'1~·L·n .e:j'-"A: : 

hli:A M"i1r 

11M r '} fino MhA OJ £.'/" fino.,. ~i1 rlJj.~i1 :r t'I- he,/,,;q su:r 

16. M"'10l;l'r 

{l11t'\:"1 oo·t'\· noo·t'\· t'\ooMhA m.e9" OJ·,?JFr·l oo·t'\· noo·t'\· aoA(l 

t'\ 00 m '1'9" 1''''I..f fl 1,t'\· 00'" t f fP 1'1 : "'1'Iie;' :1'1 m.e 9" P' C 'H':)'- '} I' "'I. ," 11 1'\' 

>'.1P'.fl:"tfP1' nrh"J Oowd' "'1nL;I'r .e.l'.l "J,,'f'PA:: 

17. I' h, .,. p,. fl'}' t A"'1 +- t...,. Y: 

Mi·P,J'.~ l1tt{l t'\"'1Mf'I{I'l 1'-1'''';1'6. ~" 'P,.flttfP:f, ~,l"Jfln. "'''}flC 

t'\"'17i7iA I''''l,ffl i-A «I'~" ,P,.fl'}·t A "'1')' /..1.1'.'» '''{I t'\n 1''''I..m/'· t.l.v: 

foJ:"l"'1A: flt'\P'AfTj'/· &.,p,.' ffl,,'P,.I'.·/,·A:: 1'/..1p'. h.I'.Oil':+: M/,·er, 

i'fflr '1'P,I":-'~ nh-l''''1m' M-I'P'5!.C n"'LmfTj rh"J .emf'l'i'A:: 

18. l'h,lP,.fltt 1'>'l"Jfln. ool:4 P'Ca,+-

flt'\p'AfTj'/· I'i""'ll': 7,'1 na,t'\9" >.,,'tt: 5!.O'i """fI,e'rr f t'\m· n~" lP,.fl+t 'l'/~ 

U{lt tt:}l:;I': n{ll1t'\t "'1001m:": M" lP'.fltt m·,?}l::}~ °'lM'''''tt: 7,(,' 

"'1flm'1Y: 7,VW'9" 1'"". 1'-1;11'1.11 ~,"'1/'·'T'1 n'/'<7Dt'\hi' I'aoai flea,:,· 

f.I'./'·;I1A:: I' oollim' P'C~':" P'Ca,:" flt'\p'AfTj'/· n"'L.f'mfTjro· aooot)' 

.erof'l'i'A:: 

19. I'Mrl;J..e 1.", l1"J1f.~+-'l 9"1\0 P'Ca,+-

1. Mt..tI1. (fer 0. '1~ flt'\p' AfTj~· I'M 'f1;J..e 1.tb 1'>' I"Jfln. {l11t'\ :"1 t'\ aooJ:!t:9" 

I'M'fI;J..e 1.tb ~''1A''Jt'\n:'' l''''LfnltH' i'oJ:"'1')' .f'oJ:"l"'1A:: 

2. I'M rl;J..e 1.t1. 11"J 'Jf. ~:" ~,'1 A "J t'\n·H' I'M 'fl;l..e '!.tb V' '/',?' 1 1'\ aooJ:!I;9" 

I' ." '/5!.,H, flA 'f-:j, : h 15!.M&." 1. '1'1, 'I 00''1 fP:-'~, roM!· t'\oo/,. "'Ii J'fll" rro· 

tt,.I'.· hlJt'\P' A fTj'/. I'l1t'rA "n/"'f-t ,?C 00"''1 l'::" .e'f CCl 'f'P A: : 

3. Clt'\p'AfTj'/· nh."'LI"JA m,·f\1· h'i' 1''''17\'P,t 7,C9")jfP1' ".e 1'00L>i °'l6hA 

.f'oJ:'I!"'1A: ],VW'9" .eUl1 1'00L:4 "'16hA t'Ii'·f·fTjfTjtfP:-'·· .eOfTjA:: 

\ 

\ 

\ 



20. Mil.,.?,' r.. '}p,.Il-}·t9'1·<J OnlJf]O. ft,e. 1'''J.5'Y.CO+ -,.7.'0<;' 

1, f]flp't\rfJ'/' h"'7.{7I)l\h;t-:fm' I' M-I'P, .~<;'<J fl.l\" :f' ~,lJft:" ,?C Oao -I'(lOC 

o{7l).~M<J {7I).~O~ qt\If'/, tlCr;:::f, M-()"'7<;' \"1'1<J mChi'iT Ill" fl"'l,()<;' : 
-

M{H-?,' I'h-I-"'7 ~'1t\"J1\"-)- 0bJ,1.9':)'· 7,<J 1\I\,l\n 1" M,IJf]O. ft,e. 7't\U 

M' ;t- 'l? I' ~,IJf] fl .,. 06<;' t'L~C 0' fl"'73: fl· h M {H-~ n. '} 1'1, 11 :h', 9' 1', ,? C 

.,-li"'7;£!' hlf'/' " -"Jf]tr -r: I' ~,6. <]fJ9U (TO(TOt5' 9':f'') 5'tl'? p.t\: : 

2, OtLu ~,'}·I'7.- '}O·1l ~''}'''7.- (1) UOIPl.,-)- 1''''7.mm..). (TOuot5'9"'j', M.fl n '.)" 

HlI":)" O-I'(.\.)."'7t ~,'/Il-I';;: ~1:}P"Il·),t9'··r n~llJqfl "I.e. I'O'U'.~,C()':" -} 

-1'7.71 ~-9".)', fluo'I"/1l l''''7.l.,P,;fm' I' ",,e.<J,}1l m(.J~. '} h "J?" -)- m-ll'P, 

O"'7!l7q-),: M6NI. .~.,?~ 7,'}.<',]'J'·j , fl{7l)6,fl',}<J fl"'7 .~ft,~t\ 1'°'l .. PIl:r'fl, 

11 t\ -y.:r, '} ,e. 'I' ,e. <'I t\ : : 

h~A M:ilr 

0.1.'. '}(l- lD"iI 'J' r i'm4'Il·':" '} rr 'l,;l' PJ"f "'Ih 0 C'i" "'Iii &..IJ9" 

21. m·{}rfJ'l? I' hlJf]fl I' M"'P,~C P'C,}-)' 

1. h. ,}P'. llrt9':l: .~,}O· l''''l.m,e.,!I>:fm·'} V"b;t-9'1- m,e.?" f]flp't\rfJ'/· m.~6/)-

1''''7.5'mrfJ:fm·'} uoaotS'9''f fl"'7hnC 1''''l.S'1l1:,H'm· 1'11&, h~t\ {7I)fl\'?"'} 

ffi?"C' m-llrfJ'l? 1'~,IJf]fl M"'P,.~C IlC'}r uotlC,?r MIJ'I' m' :: 

2. M,e. 010·11 n'}'I'7\' 1 1'''·.~'/?1m· 7,,}.~-"mn·I' If',": qflp't\nl'l- .e.U .~·}·O 

1''''7,e.{7I)l\h;t-;fm' h. ,}p'.Il-rt9'1-: f]ut5' ;fm-'} : uom<J:fm',} <J 1''''7,7'H..,.'} 

n;f' h"J9".'[o mN1' 0"'71l7f]:" m·llrfJ'l? I'~,qqfl M"-P,.~C IlC'}:'-

71'}P"S'*"lao- 1\.S'!l7~-~' ,e.'fftt\:: 

3. m·llrfJ'l? 1'~,lJqo. M"'P,~C IlC'}~' l''''7.hNH-'} S'1J ,)·;t-t\: 

V) I'Tt'LO.: "'7IlMJ"'l.S' Ilt\ -}-<J {lhl\'r'} fluoMht\ <J Mo,l\rfJmC 

1''''1..S'Il'ft\ Ot·1l 1''''l.''·P,.~C 1'~,f]f]O , 'PO:!' 7,;" .1':: 

fl) I'h.,}P"Il-}-tm·'} ~,m:!""c 7,<J l'?ft6:/ -)- ht\t\ uo"Jfl6ri : 

th) 'Ohflr'} uohftht\<J uo·l\rfJmC'} l''''7.uoflh." 1'-/;h'l,h uouot.P9':j'-(i 

I'M.,...t~C ~'}n:f: 

uo) fl.e:,}H-~ h~'? 9'1- I' uoMh5' 7,;".1': : 7, <J 

/J1) I' h IJ f] fl M.,. P,~C 11 C'} r 0 I' mq. ./: 1''''7.'t'ji'j t\ 0 r uo "J fl 611. : 



" 

4. 7,.l'Vl'}P,. h.'}P,.ll·)·t: 'It'l.P'A''l'I· W''Z..l' (I) "l (I). 00 00 t.f' ooUJt.·)· 

rh.1P,.1l:,·t (I)·,.:JP::f·'}'i' .y,7i7iP':)" 1 '100''1 r"'Z.(I)ll.~·: r"'l,""I'I"Vi 

\ 00/'P.P':)~1 r"'Z.J'.l1 rl1Mr 'h'I''I'C rllt, h'i:A (l)J'.9" 'hl;9" J'.';'t.'I'A:: 

5. ml.tJ ~,'}"'7" n'}O'll ~,'}.,,~ (1) r"'·m·/'{I(l)·1 q,,"'1 t'I"'I1l6.!:l9" "'I'i':f(l)'9" 

h,'}P,.ll·}t n(l)·"!." "nt·f.t ~,1A'?t\"r oom"'9" J'.:-'~"t,\:: 

6. nlltJ ~,1'/>lI n10·ll . ~,'}"'f} (1) r""mNl(I). n.'lC9": 'It'l.P'Anl'l· Mll"'~: 

rh, '}P,.ll·)·t ·'·'.':'1"1·'} ntttJ ~''}'''7.' h"'m'Nd' V"b;J'P':-'" oo·t'I· noo·t'I· 

(l)J'.9" nh&,A '17. t'l,.f'.~C ,.:J'f(l). J'.:}··"A:: 

7. n&.:}>P,. (I)'ll'I' r"'m'''o-r'} ll9"9°'I·n~'i' V·'b;J' P':-'~ ooUJ/.')· n"'1 .~· t. '7 ; 

"'I'i''f(l)'9u h.'}P,.ll·)·t r(l)·,.:J;£>:· h·H·A t7'C')' Nlt'l.P'Anl'/· °Ht.·(1 

~,t'ln'}: : 

8. t·ll,} nt·ll rOOh;J'TA t7'C'} t'I'lt'l.P'A"l~· r"'l,}/.·n !J·'b;J' nm·,.:J:t>:

r"'l001Gf.),·)· 1'AtJ'r}'I Ml. ,}P,.ll·)·t(l)· .on·1 r"'lhnc A9"_~- 'I.e, 

r·,·ooUJt."'· J'.1f'i'A:: 

9. t7'c·y.;Ji r"'l7i7i.f' TC:'?t.'1":-'~1: rhCO-9".e:c (I)''IP'1-'} t'loomn:,' No';· 

"''.':'''I.).,} : h~l. 1P,.1l·}t r"'Z.(I)m· of\7i7iP''f1'i' (I).,.:J »::-;-'} oom ,}'i' ·mH· : 
r'/J'.Y:c' p .. Mop .. (rhCo 9"Y:C (1)-'1) 'I''i'')' t7'c·r·:-'~1 7,VW-9u r·,·'?'lC 

0:/, p. :)~1 "'I1-J..,·1· Mfl'f(l)·:: 

10. r"'Z.oot'lh;J''f(l)· "'of\"l"ltP'T nt7'c·y.;,i .eH+ noooollt.·)· 'i' t7'C'lq~1 

n0019"19" n"'Z.(I)/'l.I'.(I)· 6C9"P. "J'. Nlt'I.P'Anl'/· r(l)'<'I 'b '/<'1.(1 .f"'·Cflt'l·:: 

11. h'}.~· ~l. '}P,.ll·}t r"'Z..l'M.t\1(1)·1 t7'C:1' I-J",,,t.n (l)j'.9u rt7'c·" J'.U:'· 

h'I' ,.:J/I. If';' I-JA""11 flt'l.P'A"l~· hl\&.I\l,(I)''} r"'lfl·l'l-Jh.l' 7,C9"P' t'loo(l)·i'l.~· 

J'.'f'lA:: 

22. nllt'l.P'AffJ'" r"'Z.y./.,? h'''':I'A 

1. flt'l.P'A"l'I·: ~,'?fl·n .l't'I(I)' oollt.f' n. ·)· (l)J'.9u (lflt'l.P'Anl't. r"'l.M?" 

"'1'1'1'(1)'90 ~,I-JA ~,'}y" h.'}P,N,·t n6.:}>P,. (I)·ll'I' r""m'I'll-r1 V"I,;J' p"r 

"'10:1. "..,,'} (l)J'.9" Mo:1. 0:1." </:'} t'I"'I t.,.:J1'I' J'.1' A H 1.~· 6.,9' 1',. nO'i'n·)· 

n"'l'i''f(l)'9'' 1,ItYr (I)' ll'I' r..,·&'", Y.t'I.). '} (I).,.:J ~ 111' ooM",n .eh;J'·'·" A:: 

2. Ilt'l.P't\"l~': ~,'?Il·n .f't'I(I)' oo.P't.l' n.·} (l)J'.9" nflt'l.P'A"l'I· r"'l.M 00 (I). 

hl-JA r"'Z..l'h '1(1)' '1(1)' rh·H·A 1.1\, 11IJr (I).,.:J~ t'l..l'llh ·)·A n"'n t'I (I). 

r~,l-Jfl/l. 'l1ht'l1' 1'AtJ'lr fltJCJ'. "J'. J'.(I)ll'i'A:: 
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-/:J.L? !/'\'1~?oJ {..I.Jluo VJ, V n6'd1J) {..I.Jluo JU·I./.5t.oJ t:l:.ob·7{".~J . 
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1Jl) i',f\fTJ n] tw· w f!, 'l" Nl fTJfTJ t f1:r. h :"'T' C "70.w, II an "7fl :,. C, nil. U 

h,1>7l ,Ml O~,,1>7l (an) I'rwn'/w" 7,C'l"li llanw·M: 7,'}.<t:rll · 

o h'1)~ I' Nl fTJ:f w·' P' t!\ fTJ, : 

l) OIi.U ~,,'I'7l O,Ml h''''~' (an) I'rm'l'I'lw· 7,C'l":Q ft!\',·wM. htf'l: 

t'l.filh·}· t!\ 1''''l.:'j·llw" M,'P~ l'i·.~'I'1?w·' :"nH': 

1'1) I'~,I-Jflfl. 'T'0:l: I'~,&.~tl'l" <1'1il;l'w'cf I'i·nmw· <1'1C,:fW'9" nw· 

<1'1il ;J-W'I:fW" nan :l'w'l" nm"7 O'hl:;:an lj:C 5': n.')· f!, '?fl;~ 

11<1'1:" l'O I''''l. <;' l.w·' an·O ,). : 

5. I'h,{.~tl'l" <1'1il;J-Wof!fW': I'~l.nw·' W,e'l" t'I..~Cil I''''l.:-'··Ilw,'} I'O'W 

anrl\lllj: l1C't'C V·'I.;J-fD:l:,: 1'.0'0 an,,·I\M·, II <1'1Ml-)· anwM: 

fllfl:fW" 71C'l"lifD'f: 7".'\.V·'l" 71'/II.U 7,C'l"lifD:-': l''''l.wM.n·)·, 1'7J\, 

') ~ 11 0"7 t!\ 7l <1'1 il ;I' w~, M 01' : : 

6, OIl.U ~"",~, O,O·il ~,,1>7l (5) l'i·m1>nw· 7, ,_~i'mflo/> tf';': ~,,_~. I' ~,/. . ~fJ9" 

<1'1 il ;J-w 'c f II "'l. M' II ,,). <1'1 c, :f W· 'l" q 1\ <1'1 fD 'f t'I. 1'1 'T' f!, 'f 1\ t!\ : 

V) <1'1c,:fw·'l" ~1. ,.'\Nrt 0&.:1>.'\· w·il'T' l'i'I1l<f'n")" i' &.1\ 7. V·'/,;I·fD'.f 

7,C, "7J'a;J-fD:-"· 7".'\.fhl1C naniH': 

II) <1'1c,'fw·'l" ~1. ,.'\. il1't O<1'1i'i'l'if TC'''7t-an· w·il'T' fll..)-'} "·,VI'). 

V·'I.;J- fD:r· 7, '}.<t)'hl1C Ilanml':": 

m) <1'1'1:fW'9" ~ ',Il.il~·t wM" nt-,,.7['1: i'&.:1>.'\.' "7 flu;l' fD:"', WM" 

1'<1'17i7if TC'''7&·oo·, N.I\1. V·'b;J-fD:r· I''''l. 'T'il 9",'l" ~,f!,~'r 7,C9";C: 

7, '.'\f!,wM: llooMht!\: 

7, flllP't!\fTJ'/· M,&.~tl'l" <1'1il;J-w'cfW' w'il'T' t'l.l-Ji· i, M"'l. ')fl:fw· 11C11C 

')'.'\I'.:r.c, V·'/,;I·fD'.f anantf fWfTJt!\:: 

25. 1'<1'1 ') JI <1'1 il ;J-w of! f 

1. flllP't!\fTJ'/ · : 1'<1'1c,'fw·'l" ~1. '.'\.il,rt ~,ant-l.1' ·U.1' O-!'nmW' /..:J'_~' 

anlJll1' O'I'fTJf!,'r)' ilt- I\f!, an'Pll· M,l-Jflfl.W· I\f!, ')·t!\U I'tf'/ I'-Onll'/' ~,J'.;J 

t'l.filh,rt!\ f!, :r'I\t!\ 11<1'1111' I''''l.f<'l'l''' 'l"n, f')' 1-J,)'1: I' ~,an&.l. '''' 'l..~,). 

ll"'l.fl-J·l..~W· ~ 'I",.il~·t 1'7,,).'\ <1'1il;J-w'tf t'l.nmw· f!,:}:I\t!\:: 

2. 1'<1'17 P.W· <1'1il ;J-w'tf I' ~,an&.l. ," 'l..~ l' t'l.filh')·t!\ I''''l. :-"'IlW"} H;J : 

~,~;JW" ll<1'1ilW7J': oowM: fllfl:fW" 7,C'l"lifD:r·: 7,C9"XifD1: t'l.wM. 

1''''l.:fll·01', nit 7~'0: 71l.'l.V·'l" 1'<1'1')liw· <1'1ilm"'''cf MI-Jt!\ ·'·'/<'I _~·l.il 

6,:1>1",. 'P;J 1't'l.llw· antf'/·, fl11Cl1C an"7ll7l Mn·)~:: 
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26. fJt'I.P-'AffJ~·! OolJfJfl. "'1M.6lftJ.fCj hCj 0"'1'1}! "'111:t"m'l!fP'":j· 1'116 !'lftJ.mll~m· 

hC?"}! 

1. o,/Cj:fm'9" !' ~,lJfJfl. "'111&.6lftJ.f m169" n'1'<\ "'111:t"m'l!f !',,·omm· 

I' ~l. ,.<\,{]·rt fJt'lO. '}' · O"'1{]:t"m<l:.I'm· 1'''·'1116m·' 7,C9"}j If, ,011" m16?" 

o:fA·H'I'1' l't16mM': fl.-"C fJlI.P-'AITJ~· M&.I\1. 1'1f'1' ot·,,·<;,:-,~,'i' 1'\,1I,,:r 

.P-'N'n 1' ,,·OITJ:fm·, M·"·<;'·:-': 1611 "'1{]:t"m'l!f O",omm· I' ~l.,.<\,{],rt 

1611;:J' m169" :"tJC "}O. mN!' Ooo,,}fJ~' mM" 11.1\ om· h'.<\. '1fJ m·IlA'i' 

Ooo{]m:/' h"'1{]:t"m'I!.I'm· ;JC h"'.r.!'tI· ~·C1.f.:r o'}~C M&A1. 1'1f~' 

7,C9"P.P'~)~' 16m{].<\A 1 

2. !Jt'lMV'l'/' Oltu o",,?, ,D'{] o,</'?' (1) I'Tomm·, .P-'AITJ' Ooom-"oo' 

J'{]h·,·t'lO+ '} mal. 0°'7'i':fm'9" {]AffJ, fJt'lm' If:CJ': O.·}, l'lf:hh·O(h.C l1{] 

Ooooo{]I..'}' '1'4.'''<;' hlf'lm· ~ ,.<\.{]~,t t'I..I'{]hlf:A 16":j'I\A:: 

3. flt'I.P-'Anl'l· t'I"'1,<;'m'9° ~ ,/{.(],rt Oomm· I'M.'l6?" m16'l" !''''1'1}j 

o,/{];:J'm<l:.I'm·, t'l.f'11't 16 'll\A:: 

27. I'lf:C~ n.+ hC?";l/P':r 

'''7'i' :l'm'9'' h.,.<\.{]·}'t Ot.:I'p,. 1\16 I'''' 'room''r, ,,}flu:t"P"·)~ m169" l''''1i'ii'if 

T C"U·'lu:): ~,'.<\.V·'l" -I' J'.9" 'Ot'lm' 1'''' t,l..tI <;,'r , I' ~,t. 'lt19u
,,' 1''''1'1p. 

0'7 {];:J' oH:J'fDT, IJI\ h 01.. fJt'I.P-'AffJ 'I' .P-'AffJ' !Jt'lm' If:/n.+ 11IJ'.· l1{] 

o <70<70.P-'/..') · U;J'/? hC9°~i ~".<\.mM': .I' .~C;JA:: 

28. I'U1/'0 on.·/::t" fD":j· 

1. !Jt'I.P-'AITJ'I· &.:I'_~' o·"onFfm· ~l.,.<\,{]·rtfD:)·· 1\16 I'U11'0 M,·/::t" t'I.'I'C-Ot'l,r 

Mt..I\?m·' 7,C9"P. oom·o_~· Mo·h: 
2. !Jt'I.P-'AITJ'I · 1';1111-0 M.'/1:t"fD:-'~'} 1'lftJ.J'{]·"'i',,}~O·r .P-'Co,·}, 0"'1t1;J~+ 

16UI'I' .P-'Co,+ V·t'I·9" "'4\nlnltfD:)~ 7".<\..I'm·'~·}' "'1 ~ I.. "} MO+:: 

3. n7,.I'/W}p,. ~l.,P,,{]·rt 1\16 l"rI..O+ ~,n."':t"fD":j· 0<701..P.'1·}' h'·'t'room· 

t'lD7J'.'I..,,} !J1I.P-'AffJ'l· M"":t"fD:-'~'} 16ootl,,}!JA 1 l'ool..Jl :r,·OC J'J'.t-}jA:: 

29. I'U1"0 1'001..;1/ <701nO 

1. fJt'I.P-'Anl'l' I'~l.'p'.{]·},t m·;J~":j·,'i' 1I1J\'":r, O"'<70t'lh,,' I'fh11'0 !'ool..}j 

<7u·m·o 1616~'A:: 16U 00117·0 l'lftJ.hTt'I+, ool..P.fD:-'·· J'1J·),:t"A: 



U) 1'~I.'P,.{J,rt m';J~ &.j>~ flODml' -} 1'-I'LOm" "'1ODt\h;J:' 

fl) flh.,P,.{J-rtm· &.:),.~. 7".\'.-/'/'lm m.e9" 7" .~ -I'Mhfl' 

th) 1'~I.,p,.{J -)·t m';JJff, O-l'ODflh..,· O""M'~ 1H,?,:-'·· Oh.,P,.{J ·)·t?,:r· 

I'1'LO' tTC'Y.'f' 

OD) 1'~I.'P,.lI·}·t m';J~ &.j>,I!.l·, flODflm1" fl"'17.~· m.e9u flODOLl1 

I'-I'Om' m·<')'/,?''f ' 

lJ.J) I' -1· lJ.J m · I' ~,&. ~fJ9" m.e9" 1''''17'1l "'1{J ;!'m'cf ?,:-,: , 

L) ~,'P]l:" .eUII .~'lI m.e9" fl.ft-'f ~,'?Il'O .(',vrm·' ;h',-r OODflj{J 

O-l'&.fJOD· 1''l.f.·f· 'I.e I'1'LO' Ml.",,;r?,:r'l I'~c.l': fl.')' m·<')',.?,:): ~ 

2. IlflP't\flj',· 1''''1...f'7''im· ODL;q 1Ith.?'e ,~U"I')" 1''''l.7P, hlf', OJ.e9" 

O"'1..{J1'C ODf11 ffln-)' 1'I'?l': ODL'Il hlf', OU11l1 I'OD01 OD117'fl OJ·{J1' 

OD IJ..,· .'f. I' fl 0 -r 9" : : 

30. "'1l;J161'1. 'I(I?f.t?''f 

1. IlflP't\tT]',· 7,'.\'. M&J\1H .eUII .\'.,11 fliP /M.09" I''''1..LP'. 'fl:)':/' Y<\:f:OJ· 

I'9"CODt· 7,'l I''''1L;J761'1. 'I (It·-M?' l' OODr'II'9U I''''1..Yh'lm·'d·-} 1/0/C 

(jt. ?' l ' 7,'P,.u·9" lIt·rm·, I''''1..Yh'lm·'"o-)· ~,lJllfl. OJ.e9U I'{JI. . OD{Jh 

ODmo, .e1·<\t\:: 

2. Il/V"t\flj',· 7,'J'. ~,MJ\'L'I'/:: .eUI'} fl"'l{J&.fJ9u 1''''l.LP,. '11:)")' JwrOJ' 

I'9"C ODt.'J I''''1L;J761'1. -I'ODt·"'1t?'l·, 7"p"u·9" -' ·'?Ilt·rm· '} : I' P' t· 

OD{JlJrm·,'l ~,1t\'?fl~-r l''''1..om·O-r, ~,IJIln. OODflI")' IlflOD·Y?' :-'··' ODr'II'9" 

.e1·'It\:: 

3. flH.U .\'.,11 ODlJ.JL-r l''''1..r'II'9u "'1,'1m'9" I'9"CODt·'l "'1L;J761>J. <\(It··r,t 

1''''1..-/'ClIfl.'f" 1''''1'lrm''9'' ,1'L 'l7c:l I'9"CODt· 1'9"{JhC OJL-/o.)-

OD{Jm.'f· .e1·'It\:: 

4. h'.\'. U·'/,;rm· I'9"COD? 9u {JhC mL-"' /:: I'H.U .o·fl ~,IJt\ Olf', · 11).'..9-':)" 

ODlJ.JL.'f· 9"CODt·m· I''''IJ'/'.~o.'f· ' H.l'.,?':): flOD'?flR' 09"CODt· ·f·'};!··';· 

m,e9" 0"'1L;J761'1. ""OD?"'1tm' OD6.L9" MO-r :: 

5. I'H.U h,of'R' ,o·{J h,n,' (1) h'l (2)1 I''''1..Y''":I.<\ 1'9u {JhC OJL -/''''' OOJ·{Jm· 

I'-I'm-,'o'-r U·'/,;r?,l· h'.~ fl<l: "'1{J01 ,emMfI' :: 

\ 
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31. Mrh.11:\"I/r-}- Il<i:f 

1. fJt'lP'l:\tfJ'/ · /":J>Y.: t'lou{\m7o: '/l'I"PC'1 1l-}-701:\ t'l"'1l-]'l.J?;: Nll'dl 

\ ~,11:\"It'lfl'}- ~,'1 ro'/Jl.-:'~ :"11 .. $01' t'lou{\m-)' r~'11:\"It'ln -)' Il<i:f .e"'WIt\:: 

2. rh.1t\"It'ln-}- Il<i:f'} flt-out'lht- rht-"'1(ll' MNU',C fl"'Lf(lltfJ(ll' ;!l"/ 

OVlP l. -), r"'L(llo'} .e1f'11:\:: 

3. r~,1t\"It'ln-)' Il<i:f(ll· r"'Lou0 l. -"(ll' 6.:/> .~· t'louilm-)' r"'1.(llil.~(ll · '} r?1I. 

"19":" : rll'H' t\ (ll.e9" r-tll'/.Il ~,1t\'?t'l .. ), t'louilm:" 7,'}.<l,V·9" ro'/,":')'- '} 

~'11 .. t'lou{\m-)' r"'Lm.e'''(ll·'} r11<'1ofl{\'1 rO(ll· '/.et\ <i:,i1:;V} "19"-)' (llNP 

fl"'1MfJ -)' .e1f'1 t\:: 

4. flfJt'lP'l:\tfJ'/· /tnt·.y.t fl-l'.f\tfJtfJt$01· rouilll ilt· 7,'1 m,l-] fJ fl. ~" ,U' (ll:H· 

t'lIl7oN\ r"'Ll.,v, . . M"Covlr'l r'lou,'l ouo·flO1I {\ t · $0:)'-'1 rou<'lM· 

-1'''IfJt·:'' '} t'louo6. '} t'l"'L(llm' (ll(,T,).$O:)'- fJt'l P't\ 111'/' rll:H· t\ 'I' ;J $0:)" 

7,'}P,.h/,.t\ ou(llO'} .e1·/tt\ :: 

32. m:"/t/t 

1. "'1'1r(ll'9" h. '}P,.iI-}-t hfJt'lp'l:\tfJ'/· 6.:J'.~· "'1"r1-" t'l"'1,nCOO1' ,/.,p,-), 

h"'mf'l:~-r '/'1 ~, f.~C7(ll·9" :: 

2, m.v ~,'},"o ,}O'iI ~,,}'''7\ (1) >';'};J'L h,}.~ -"mM If',: 1·,'l-I,'} fUO(ll' 

fl6.:/>,v,. ht-om(ll' ~/t&"~7o (ll.6f." hlf~: fJt'\6.:J',v,. M ·,v,." -"mf": ~,.eIf·}9n :: 

33. 'l'4.7o 

flM)~ rt-m'''o'7o h"lfJ,m7o f/tr(ll' ~,'}.,,?:r. 7,'},~-l'm'/l If '/0) , : ~1'}.~· 

n.. '}P,.{\:"t 'l'<I.-)' /,.'/.;"'}.I:\ r"'LfJt'l(ll' h"'Lh-"t'l·:'· v ,'/,;t' $O'f ~1-}'P" 

h-l' l.;J1mfl-}- .e1f'1 t\ :-

1. 6.:/>>'; <'I.ec,"l.(ll' (ll~ "'1'1r(ll'9" hl-]t\ rh, ,},v,.{\-), t (ll·;J,i1:·,f·-) I'M," 

~,,}~If'/: 

2. fl6.:J',v,. (ll·iI'l' r -"m'ro"}-'} v·'l,;t' $01' f/thfll. 71 '}.~If~ : 

3. I' ~,&. '1M" (ll.e9" 1''''11]1 "'1i1 ;t'(ll"~f $0:)" ~, ,}1V"'}. /t r"'1.m,e·H·'} 

v ·'t;t'$O l' f/thfll. (ll.e9" rtfJo 7,,}~If'/: 

4. N1tfJtfJt$OT rt-OtfJr(ll''} ;)/t&,,'/7o'1 -""IfJC 7,'}P,fh'1(ll"/' I'MhO 

h'}.~If~ : 
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::~II±'d 107~1.0 .f;I,u6u6V ?l}l,+1>'{.~ 

·hldl.,;).!. J'!J.!J.I.oU .I,W~,dVLJ I,Jlll ,W~UhoJ ±c6/i.T3 'ULJy~J ·(IJ;l!IIY 

.{.I,U·LJl.,I( .{ .. I,Jlll ~yl~ l}{.d 01~J .!:."tiC·(IJ ;P,"VhoJ ±c6?.f;V ''d{' .. ~ JLJ/,ll 'P 

: :~lv(IJJ' ,j'?aoaoU .f;J'1l~ {.,(IJ;l!LJl}J·I'hoJ 

,(;ll~aol.o 'd'P ''1J ~JU ?.f; V ii{. "~J '\i{''dU'~ ,I,lv~,dVLJ T 

::~C7d'd 'V1:oJ"}i{.'l IN(IJ 1l~ ,(IJV,,"WhoU IN(IJ <"~u6u6VU 

; -k,c6)J:7d {'+'V,I,W+J IN(IJ :I·I,u6u6VU u69''1aoU :J-1.u6u6V J~J~J 

JC ,I,lv~,dVLJll ·.I:,c6?·I;Vii{.'\~ JLJ/, 'V±'dI.oJ +111:01.0 ·!:.c6/i.7d 'ULJyl~J 

t,(IJJ:IIJ' U'LJIo'~ t ·HJlJ ~yl~ l}{.d' O~J ,(IJ;l!:E"tiC,(IJ ?·I;Vii{.'\~J 'z 
::~cbJ:lvV'd 'd 'P''1 IN(IJ .I;aob ·/:Vu6'(U 

.Jo 6:« t·I, +U,',9ll U·{. d O'd I,Jlll ·V·!:.'l.oJ ·/:VCoI.o {.'!:.''''''?I.o'~ Cby7,tF/· 

.I'IIJ t ·I: ·V.I,W·I'J (L) .'M{.l~ U'{'d" O'IlU ,',·(IJ;l!IIY ± .. HNu6 ~I.ol,>l~ 

·(IJ,1:1,>7.'d aoV /i.7d ·/:U·Vt. &oJ ·1;11 1:0 1:0 V ±c6/i.7d 'ULJy'~ J {'+'~JlJ 

~y'~ l}td O'IlJ '!:.c6?+V '';({.''~ JLJ~ ,(IJ;l:LJ{'JlhoJ hol,''1+ l}{.d' O'd 'r 
.f;4:(IJ :J101o!J.J ,!:.c6?+Vii{."\{ :JLJ~J '9f 

-!:.a$'l,c' t:i ~ \;1 ~ \;1 

*t..6IJ \?:!JI.( 

:: .1; U V l~ .1;1, "I II <;: l} 7 .~ 1.0 J 

}OVIw .LlnCU·l.oJ {. ?,:,ao ll'I,IH· ~:Cl.oJ 'V 11·1, U u6·Il'b'{.'l ; Ull,',l,J' 

{'uM: '~ ,',V!J.·I' J 'H:(IJU ,I,lv~,dVLJ ;I,Jlll ·I:JWhoJ · Vl}+ u6V:E~l~ ·1;111:01.0 

·lh ·?Iw'~ ll'I,tF'· J ·',IIJ {.,(IJ",'dWhoJ (L) ,'M{.l~ l}{'dO~J ?.f;Vii{.'\~ ~{.~ 

.f;~"lll~ l}NI.oJ l!:71J1.o 'Sf 

: : ~lv."'d .f;7f11ao loll! ,(IJVLJ l}LJIo~ ao{J''1ll 

·,bl· 'l-.L {.,/:,v·"w,,,J (5) u6'd(IJ (P)f£ .'M{.l~ l}O O~U ?·I;V'\i{'''~ ,d{.'~ ·z 
: : ~lv,,"'d +7Vao 9r '\{·H.'~ :l!cb'(U ao{J''1ll ±'~"l-.L 

t+·v",w"'J (£) • .6'd(IJ (z) ; (0££ .'t ."t'~ l}td O'llU ?·I;V''d{.'l~ 'dt'~ 'r 

+lv4: 'P£ 

; 1,J1d't'l wVJ ~{,tao .f;VI,>J'1.nU u6'd(IJ 

·(·V!,U ~: 7VI.o u6'd(IJ 'd'd.l, t·(IJ·"ao{, kJ ·Vl}+ ~.p.(IJ,j' u6'd(IJ .j,(IJJ"~ 's 

\ 
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\ 37, l'oo 'I'c]OC "} 9o:r 

tryl'j'ro'?" oro· MLu g, "0 M . '1fJ?" l'oo 'I' c]OC "} 9o:r ~d'O')': : 

38, 'I· t.''''l.~')· Mtry.e'it-rro· mH' 
.eu' ,0'0 1''''l.,<J>l.' try,11ro'?" (),,,} ro.e?U 1'~I()Jt ·C A?",e,' OIl ,U f:HI 

o'i'i'i&. 'f' 1'.<',1":): "I.e -/'&,7."'l.'/,)' ~I.e(i' Lro·?":: 

39. g, ,0, 1''''l.6'10')· 1.ft. 

.eU ,e"ll MIP~{} 'J,?/' ,?ft.ffI :r'r'l" hrofflO:,' 'I', i!.?"C' I'fJ'I .eU''1A:: 

~I.<t{} MC] 
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